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In this study, the cavitation erosion resistance was characterized for a steel type used in 
Francis turbine runner blades. The goal of the study was to define the cavitation erosion 
rate of the runner blade steel and to compare the results to those of previously studied 
materials. The previously studied materials were aluminium alloy 7075, nickel alumini-
um bronze alloy C95400 and stainless steels A2205 and 304L. The material was tested 
in a cavitation tunnel in which sheet and cloud cavitation appears in the test section. 
Acoustic emission signal was measured from the sample experiencing cavitation ero-
sion. 
Cavitation erosion can be divided into four distinct stages; the incubation period, the 
acceleration period, the deceleration period and the steady state period. Each of these 
periods is connected to the material response of a sample in a cavitation field. The mate-
rial response is linked to the stage of work hardening and material cavity formation, as 
cavitation modifies the material surface. The cavitation tunnel used in this study circu-
lates water and it has variable upstream and downstream pressures. The test section is a 
radially diverging channel in which cavitation inception occurs in the beginning of the 
radial section and cavitation closure occurs several millimeters downstream. The sample 
was cylindrical with one face experiencing cavitation. 
The cavitation erosion evolution was measured with a contact profilometer. The volume 
loss and the maximum depth of penetration were calculated from the surface profiles 
and they were compared to results from other materials. The acoustic emission results 
were compared with the erosion evolution. Material characteristics were obtained by 
elemental analysis, by macroscopic compression tests, by nanoindentation tests and by 
split Hopkinson pressure bar tests. 
The results show that the studied steel is as resistant to cavitation erosion as aluminium 
alloy 7075 and less resistant to cavitation erosion than nickel aluminium bronze alloy 
C95400 and stainless steels A2205 and 304L. The reason for the lower resistance com-
pared to the stainless steels is corrosion, lower quality level or both. The voltage root 
mean square value of the acoustic emission signal reduced with increasing cumulative 
erosion time. Acoustic emission monitoring was found to be a potential method in esti-
mating cavitation erosion evolution in hydraulic machines. 
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materiaalin kavitaatiokestävyys, Francis-turbiinin juoksupyörä 
Tässä työssä tutkittiin Francis-turbiinin juoksupyörän siivessä käytettävän terästyypin 
kavitaatiokestävyyttä. Työn tavoitteena oli tutkia materiaalin eroosionopeutta sekä ver-
rata sitä aiemmin tutkittuihin materiaaleihin. Aiemmin tutkitut materiaalit olivat alumii-
niseos 7075, nikkeli alumiini pronssiseos C95400 sekä ruostumattomat teräkset A2205 
ja 304L. Materiaalia tutkittiin kavitaatiotunnelissa joka tuottaa taso- sekä pilvimäistä 
kavitaatiota testausosiossaan. Näytekappaleesta mitattiin akustista emissiota kun se oli 
kavitaatioeroosion vaikutuksen alaisena. 
Kavitaatioeroosiolla on neljä toisistaan erotettavaa vaihetta: alkuvaihe, kiihtymisvaihe, 
hidastumisvaihe sekä tasaisen eroosionopeuden vaihe. Jokainen vaihe on yhteydessä 
materiaalin kavitaatiovasteeseen. Tämä vaste on yhteydessä materiaalin muokkauslujit-
tumisen sekä onkaloiden syntymisen tasoihin, koska kavitaatio muokkaa materiaalin 
pintaa. Tutkimuksessa käytetty kavitaatiotunneli kierrättää vettä ja sen ylä- sekä alavir-
ran paineita voidaan muuttaa. Testausosio on radiaalisesti laajeneva kanava, jossa kavi-
taatio syntyy radiaalisen osion alussa ja romahtaa muutaman millimetrin päässä alavir-
taan. Näytekappale oli sylinterimäinen ja sen yksi sivu altistui kavitaatioeroosiolle. 
Kavitaatioeroosion eteneminen mitattiin kontaktiprofilometrillä. Pintaprofiileista lasket-
tiin tilavuushäviö sekä suurin eroosiosyvyys ja näitä tuloksia verrattiin toisten materiaa-
lien vastaaviin tuloksiin. Akustisen emission mittaustuloksia verrattiin eroosion kehit-
tymiseen. Materiaalin ominaisuudet selvitettiin alkuaineanalyysillä, makroskooppisilla 
puristustesteillä, nanoindentaatiolla sekä split Hopkinson pressure bar -testeillä. 
Tulokset osoittavat, että tutkittu teräslaatu on kavitaatiokestävyydeltään yhtä hyvä kuin 
alumiiniseos 7075, mutta huonompi kuin nikkeli alumiini pronssiseos C95400 tai ruos-
tumattomat teräkset A2205 sekä 304L. Syy ruostumatonta terästä heikompaan kestä-
vyyteen on joko korroosiossa, matalammassa laatutasossa tai molemmissa. Akustisen 
emission signaalin ulostulojännitteen neliöllisen keskiarvon kokonaiskeskiarvon havait-
tiin laskevan kavitaatioeroosion edetessä. Tämän havainnon vuoksi akustisen emission 
arvioitiin olevan potentiaalinen menetelmä hydraulisten koneiden kavitaatioeroosion 
vaiheiden tunnistamiseen. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Liquid evaporation due to pressure drop in constant temperature is called cavitation. 
Cavitation may be observed either in a static or in a flowing liquid. The equilibrium 
pressure where as much liquid evaporates as gas condenses is called the saturated va-
pour pressure, which is often considered as the critical pressure limit for cavitation. The 
limit is not always saturated vapour pressure, as the liquid nuclei content has an effect 
on the liquid vaporisation. In a liquid flow, the flow static pressure may drop below the 
critical pressure for cavitation due to changes in flow geometry or due to flow vorticity. 
Cavitation bubbles forming in a liquid flow collapse when the flow static pressure re-
covers to a value higher than the critical pressure. 
Collapsing cavitation bubbles produce pressure peaks and they may damage wall mate-
rial, if the collapse happens close enough to the wall. Cavitation erosion is an important 
erosion mechanism in hydraulic machinery. In a Francis turbine, the runner blades expe-
rience cavitation erosion, especially when the turbine is operated outside its optimal 
operation point. Cavitation in Francis turbines was studied by Avellan [1], by Kumar 
and Saini [2] by Bourdon et al. [3], by Escaler et al. [4] and numerically by Guo et al. 
[5]. In this study, the cavitation erosion resistance of a steel type used in Francis turbine 
runner blades was tested and calculated and it was compared to materials previously 
studied in the same erosion testing setup. The comparison materials were aluminium 
alloy 7075, nickel aluminium bronze alloy C95400 and stainless steels A2205 and 
304L. 
Cavitation erosion can be divided into four periods when a virgin surface is studied; the 
incubation period, the acceleration period, the deceleration period and the steady-state 
period. In the incubation period, material deformation is dominated by plastic defor-
mation and in the advanced periods, the deformation is dominated by crack propagation 
and fracture. In this study, the erosion was created in a cavitation tunnel circulating wa-
ter through a radially diverging test section. The erosion evolution was measured with a 
contact profilometer. Acoustic emission was measured from the sample experiencing 
cavitation erosion and the results were combined with the erosion evolution. Material 
mechanical properties were obtained by elemental analysis, by macroscopic compres-
sion tests, by nanoindentation tests and by split Hopkinson pressure bar tests. 
There are two ways to reduce cavitation erosion in hydraulic machinery: by designing 
the flow channels so that either less cavitation occurs or that it occurs where it never 
meets a surface and by using materials that are more resistant to cavitation. This is why 
knowledge about cavitation erosion resistances of materials is crucial in erosion preven-
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tion and modelling. An estimate of the stage of cavitation in an operating hydraulic ma-
chine may be used to plan future operation and maintenance. The estimate is not easy to 
make for a complex machine as cavitation may occur in several forms, such as travel-
ling bubbles, sheets, clouds and cavitating vortices. In Figure 1.1, cavitation damage is 
seen in the Imatra power plant unit G2 Francis turbine runner blades. The runner blades 
in the unit G2 are made of stainless steel. The steel studied in this thesis was from 
Imatra power plant unit G4, which was decommissioned in 2014 and replaced with a 
similar stainless steel runner as in the unit G2. 
 
Figure 1.1. Cavitation erosion damage in the Imatra power plant G2 unit run-
ner blades. 
Cavitation erosion testing may be done with several different types of test setups. The 
test setup in this study was the PREVERO cavitation tunnel in the LEGI laboratory. The 
same cavitation tunnel was used by Franc et al. [6; 7], by Roy et al. [8; 9] and by De-
plancke et al. [10]. The cavitation tunnel creates sheet and cloud cavitation. Hattori et al. 
[11-14] used a vibratory cavitation apparatus to study and compare the erosion re-
sistances of large amount of materials. Choi et al. [15] and Soyama and Futakawa [16; 
17] used a cavitating jet in their studies. According to Karimi and Avellan [18], cavita-
tion tunnels and rotational cavitation apparatus correspond better than the vibratory set-
up to the forms of cavitation in Francis turbines. 
Elastic waves travelling through solid material and originating from material defor-
mation are called acoustic emission. It has been studied as a way to detect and identify 
cavitation by Boorsma et al. [19; 20] in marine applications, by Schmidt et al. [21] in a 
pump-turbine model, by Courbiere [22] in liquid sodium pumps and nozzles and by 
Yongyong [23] in the vibratory cavitation testing apparatus. Wolff et al. [24] tried to 
create a model that would use acoustic emission data to predict material loss in a Fran-
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cis turbine, although they were not able to confirm the results. The erosion rate in a run-
ning hydraulic machine is complex to model as the erosion measurements cannot be 
made during operation. 
Chapter 2 presents some theoretical insights of cavitation and cavitation erosion. It also 
presents the methods to measure and calculate erosion rates from the eroded sample 
surface. Chapter 3 presents the basics of acoustic emission and acoustic emission meas-
urement. The experiment setup used in this study is presented in Chapter 4. It consists 
of material characterisation, cavitation testing and acoustic emission testing. The results 
for material mechanical properties, erosion evolution and acoustic emission are present-
ed in Chapter 5. In Chapter 6, the erosion evolution and the mechanical properties of the 
runner blade steel is compared to those of the comparison materials and the erosion evo-
lution of the runner blade steel is compared to acoustic emission signal evolution. The 
conclusions are presented in Chapter 7. 
Erosion evolution and cavitation erosion resistance were divided into two categories: 
the incubation period length and the final erosion rate. The incubation period duration 
corresponds to the time required for the material to show significant surface defor-
mation in a cavitation field. The final erosion rate corresponds to the erosion rate when 
cavitation erosion has been influencing the material for a long time. Both of these val-
ues for the runner blade steel were similar to those of the aluminium alloy 7075. Com-
pared to nickel aluminium bronze C95400 and stainless steels A2205 and 304L, runner 
blade steel and aluminium alloy 7075 were weaker in terms of cavitation erosion re-
sistance. Cavitation erosion resistance was observed to increase with increasing yield 
stress, except for the runner blade steel. 
Acoustic emission signal strength decreased as the cavitation erosion developed. The 
frequency content of the signal showed some amplitude peaks in certain frequencies in 
the incubation period that did not show in the advanced erosion periods. These two ob-
servations prove that acoustic emission is a potential method for cavitation erosion evo-
lution monitoring. 
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2. CAVITATION 
2.1 Basic concepts 
In Chapter 2.1, the basic concepts of cavitation, cavitation erosion and cavitation study 
are presented. Further chapters present the phenomenon in more detail and in a way that 
is more related to the present study. 
2.1.1 Definition and occurrence 
The phase change from liquid to gas is observed in everyday life through boiling. Boil-
ing occurs when sufficient energy in the form of heat is brought to a liquid, causing the 
liquid temperature to reach the saturated vapour temperature and the liquid to change its 
phase. The thermodynamic state change in a liquid to reach boiling is normally an iso-
baric process and for it to reach cavitation an isothermal process. The saturated vapour 
pressure pv is a function of temperature and for water at 100 ºC temperature it is 101330 
Pa [25]. The phase change may also be caused by pressure dropping at constant temper-
ature to saturated vapour pressure or a critical value near it. This phenomenon is called 
cavitation. Saturated vapour pressure for water at 19.85 
o
C is 2315 Pa [25]. [26; 27] 
Cavitation in a liquid flow is caused by a sufficiently large pressure drop leading to the 
growth and the subsequent collapse of microscopic vapour bubbles. This is called hy-
drodynamic cavitation, though often referred as cavitation. The bubbles form in a low-
pressure region and they collapse as they proceed to a higher pressure region. The bub-
bles start to form as the pressure reaches a certain critical value typically near to, but not 
exactly the saturated vapour pressure. Bubble formation also requires cavitation nuclei, 
which are typically either microbubbles of gaseous non-dissolved substances or surface 
formations such as cracks. Cavitation can be detected in various ways, the main ones 
being visual detection, sound, acoustic emission (AE) and cavitation damage. [26; 28; 
29] 
In hydrodynamic cavitation, both bubble growth and collapse are processes with a short 
timescale, the duration of both of them being several microseconds. The timescale may 
be larger in applications such as underwater explosions. The explosive nature of a bub-
ble collapse causes one or several pressure impulses, which may cause material damage 
if the collapse occurs near a surface. [1; 29] 
Low pressures in a flow field occur in regions where the flow changes its direction or 
velocity. For example, nozzles and valves are potential cavitation sources as they cause 
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acceleration and deceleration in liquid flow. Rapid changes in flow direction may cause 
flow separation or turbulence, leading to static or transient low-pressure regions. Rotat-
ing structures, as well as any other transient structures, are potential causes for pressure 
fluctuations. Turbine guide vanes, runner blades or other flow directing structures may 
experience cavitation, especially in their leading edges. [4; 29] 
In engineering applications, cavitation rarely occurs as single bubbles travelling through 
pressure regions. Bubbles tend to form in groups in several possible ways, depending on 
flow field properties, such as geometry, liquid quality and hydrodynamic conditions. 
Different types of cavitation are typical to certain flow fields and boundary structures. 
They will be discussed in Chapter 2.4. 
2.1.2 Cavitation number 
A cavitation number is a basic dimensionless number to characterize the tendency of a 
flow to cavitate. It cannot be used as a direct indicator to predict cavitation, but it is a 
useful quantity for studying it. The cavitation number is defined as the difference be-
tween the flow reference pressure and the liquid vapour pressure divided by the flow 
kinetic energy per volume: [26; 27; 29] 
𝜎𝑐 =
𝑃∞−𝑃𝑣
1
2
𝜌𝑙𝑉∞
2            (2.1) 
where σc is the cavitation number, P∞ is the flow reference pressure, Pv is the saturated 
vapour pressure, ρl is the liquid density and V∞ is the flow reference velocity. The refer-
ence values P∞ and V∞ are values upstream from the point where cavitation begins. 
Pressure and velocity both have different values in the point where there is cavitation, 
so the reference values can be interpreted as local values with no cavitation. 
Cavitation increases as the cavitation number decreases. However, the exact value 
where cavitation starts to occur depends on the testing facility or on the application. The 
cavitation number is useful in cavitation study as flows with the same cavitation number 
usually show some identical characteristics in terms of cavitation. 
Another important dimensionless number in cavitation research is the Thoma number or 
the plant cavitation number σT, which is generally used in flow machine cavitation 
study. The significance of the Thoma number σT is the same as of the cavitation number 
σc and the difference is only in the usage. The cavitation number is a general number to 
determine cavitation tendency and the Thoma number is a number to determine cavita-
tion tendency in a hydraulic machine. The Thoma number is defined as the ratio be-
tween the net positive suction head NPSH and the total head HT over the hydraulic ma-
chine: 
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𝜎𝑇 =
𝑁𝑃𝑆𝐻
𝐻𝑇
           (2.2) 
Hydraulic head of a liquid flow is calculated from the liquid potential energy, the kinet-
ic energy and the static pressure as the equivalent liquid column height. The hydraulic 
head of a liquid flow is calculated as: [30; 31] 
𝐻 =
𝑃𝑙
𝜌𝑙𝑔
+
𝑉𝑙
2
2𝑔
+ 𝑌          (2.3) 
where Pl is the liquid absolute pressure, Vl is the liquid velocity, g is the free fall accel-
eration, ρl is the liquid density and Y is the height variable. All the values for hydraulic 
head are local values and the height variable depends on the chosen reference height. 
The total head HT over a hydraulic turbine is calculated as the head difference over it: 
𝐻𝑇 =
𝑃𝑡𝑖
𝜌𝑙𝑔
+
𝑉𝑡𝑖
2
2𝑔
+ 𝑌𝑡𝑖 −
𝑃𝑟𝑜
𝜌𝑙𝑔
+
𝑉𝑟𝑜
2
2𝑔
+ 𝑌𝑟𝑜 = 𝐻𝑡𝑖 − 𝐻𝑟𝑜     (2.4) 
where Pti is the pressure, Vti is the velocity and Yti is the level in the turbine inlet and Pro 
is the pressure, Vro is the velocity and Yro is the level in the runner outlet. Hti is the hy-
draulic head in the turbine inlet and Hro is the hydraulic head in the turbine runner out-
let. 
The definition of the net positive suction head NPSH is dependent on the application. It 
is defined as the head in the point where cavitation first occurs. In a pump, this point is 
in the suction side, in the runner inlet. In a hydraulic turbine, this point is the discharge 
side, in the runner outlet. The NPSH in a turbine runner outlet is calculated as: [30] 
𝑁𝑃𝑆𝐻𝑟𝑜 = (
𝑃𝑟𝑜
𝜌𝑔
+
𝑉𝑟𝑜
2
2𝑔
) −
𝑃𝑣
𝜌𝑔
        (2.5) 
In hydraulic turbine design, the values in the runner outlet may be calculated using the 
water levels upstream and downstream. With the use of Bernoulli’s equation, the 
NPSHro can be calculated with the downstream water setting level: 
𝑃𝑟𝑜
𝜌𝑔
+
𝑉𝑟𝑜
2
2𝑔
+ 𝑌𝑟𝑜 =
𝑃𝑑
𝜌𝑔
+
𝑉𝑑
2
2𝑔
+ 𝑌𝑑 + ∆𝐻0−𝑑      (2.6) 
where Pd is the pressure, Vd is the velocity and Yd is the height in the downstream set-
ting level, Yro is the runner outlet level and ∆Ho-d is the head loss due to friction between 
the runner outlet and the downstream setting level. Head loss ∆H is a term equivalent to 
pressure loss in a liquid flow. It is due to friction in the flow and it is dependent on the 
source of friction. The sources are for example pipe walls, turbulent dissipation and 
bends in the piping. Combining equations 2.5 and 2.6 gives: 
𝑁𝑃𝑆𝐻𝑟𝑜 =
𝑃𝑑
𝜌𝑔
+
𝑉𝑑
2
2𝑔
+ (𝑌𝑑 − 𝑌𝑟𝑜) −
𝑃𝑣
𝜌𝑔
+ ∆𝐻0−𝑑     (2.7) 
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The downstream setting velocity Vd is generally negligible [1]. 
As the Thoma number decreases, the risk of cavitation increases. Typically in machine 
design, cavitation curves are calculated for different running situations with a constant 
efficiency and a certain guide vane opening angle. The turbine efficiency remains con-
stant until a certain value σT0, after which it starts to drop with the decreasing Thoma 
number. Cavitation happens also before σT0, but designing a turbine with no cavitation 
leads to unacceptable drops in performance. Some types of cavitation are more depend-
ent on the Thoma number than others, which means that it is not the only tool required 
for advanced cavitation prediction and study. [1; 2; 4] 
2.1.3 Cavitation nuclei and bubble formation 
Saturated vapour pressure is a pressure in which vapour is in a thermodynamic equilib-
rium with its condensed form; liquid or solid. This definition proposes that in pressures 
below saturated vapour pressure, liquid starts to evaporate more than the gaseous form 
condenses. Evaporation does not always start from the point where pressure reaches 
saturated vapour pressure, because a pure liquid can sustain large tensions. Generally, 
the pressure in a liquid flow needs to be lower than the vapour pressure to for a vapour 
bubble to form. In some cases, the pressure limit may be higher if there is enough time 
for dissolved gas to diffuse through bubble walls. [27] 
The liquid static pressure in a container or in a flow may drop below saturated vapour 
pressure, if there are no nucleation sites for vapour to form. The difference between 
liquid pressure and liquid vapour pressure is called tension. The values for tension are 
negative pressure values, pure liquids reaching relatively high negative absolute pres-
sures. The most known application to reach such a state is the Berthelot tube, first used 
by Marcellin Berthelot in 1850 [32]. Tension is something that may be explained by 
molecular interactions and it will not be discussed in detail in this study. It is explained 
in detail by Brennen [27]. 
A Berthelot tube is a sealed tube filled with liquid in vacuum conditions. The tube does 
not need to be full of water. The water needs to be degassed and the container must have 
a clean and smooth surface. The tube is heated to a certain temperature, with the pres-
sure increasing, and then cooled. As the liquid cools, the adhesion to walls holds the 
liquid when it is contracting, leading to a negative absolute pressure. This metastable 
state may hold in a static vessel up to several days and the negative pressure values vary 
from 0 MPa to values as low as -100 MPa. [33-35] 
Nucleation is a process which triggers a phase change through the formation of micro-
scopic nuclei of the new phase in the initial phase. Nucleation may be either homoge-
nous or heterogeneous. Homogenous nucleation occurs in a pure substance in condi-
tions where phase change is possible. In cavitation theory, this means vapour bubbles 
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forming in pure liquid. Homogenous nucleation usually requires high tensions. Hetero-
geneous nucleation occurs in fluid discontinuities, in dissolved gases, in particles or in 
other disturbances in the pure liquid continuum. Heterogeneous nucleation is the main 
nucleation mechanism in most cases, as the nucleation barrier is lower than that of ho-
mogenous nucleation. The nucleation barrier is a quantity that is linked to the nucleation 
rate; the higher the barrier, the lower the nucleation rate. [36] 
Homogeneous nucleation practically never occurs in engineering applications because 
of the high tension required. Heterogeneous nucleation is the main process of cavitation 
bubble formation, as liquids outside limited laboratory conditions contain a large distri-
bution of impurities, as well as dissolved and non-dissolved gases. Nucleation may also 
occur in wall structures and any discontinuities in the fluid flow. 
Nucleation sites for cavitation to occur are abundant in engineering applications and 
most cavitation studies, if one considers the relation between the homogenous and the 
heterogeneous nucleation. Nuclei distribution may still play a big role in cavitation 
characteristics. With low values of nuclei density, cavitation may be suppressed and 
with high values of nuclei density, the nuclei may affect the flow field. [27; 37] 
Cavitation inception means the beginning of the occurrence of cavitation bubbles. As 
described earlier, the inception typically begins at pressures lower than that of the satu-
rated vapour pressure. A basic correction to the pressure leading to cavitation inception 
can be reached by assuming a static equilibrium in a bubble nucleus and a spherical 
nucleus containing non-condensable gas with a partial pressure Pg and vapour with a 
partial pressure Pv. With these assumptions, a balance equation for the bubble surface 
can be obtained: [27-29] 
𝑃𝐿 = 𝑃𝑣 + 𝑃𝑔 −
2𝛾
𝑟
          (2.8) 
where PL is the local liquid pressure, γ is the surface tension parameter and r is the bub-
ble radius. 
Assuming also a negligible diffusion of gas, fast vaporisation of liquid and a slowly 
changing flow field leading to the isothermal compression law, it is possible to calculate 
critical values for pressure and bubble radius. Isothermal compression of gas can be 
expressed as: 
𝑃
𝜌
= 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡          (2.9) 
leading to: 
𝑃𝑔 = 𝑃𝑔0 (
𝑟0
𝑟
)
3
          (2.10) 
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where Pg0 is the initial partial pressure of gas and r0 is the initial bubble radius. Equation 
2.8 combined with equation 2.10 leads to static equilibrium curves of spherical bubbles 
for different initial radii and partial pressures: 
𝑃𝑙(𝑟) = 𝑃𝑣 + 𝑃𝑔0 (
𝑟0
𝑟
)
3
−
2𝛾
𝑟
        (2.11) 
where Pl(r) is the liquid pressure in function of radius. Pressure curves for several initial 
values of r0 and a constant Pg0 as a function of bubble radius r are plotted in Figure 2.1. 
 
Figure 2.1. Static equilibrium curves for several initial values of R0 and for a 
constant Pg0. [29] 
The minimum value for equation 2.11 may be obtained by solving the zero value of the 
first radius derivative of equation 2.11: 
𝑑𝑃𝑙(𝑟𝑐)
𝑑𝑅
= −3𝑃𝑔0𝑟0
3𝑟𝐶
−4 + 2𝛾𝑟𝑐
−2 = 0       (2.12) 
𝑟𝑐 = √
3𝑃𝑔0𝑟0
3
2𝛾
           (2.13) 
𝑃𝑙(𝑟𝑐) = 𝑃𝑐 = 𝑃𝑣 −
4𝛾
3𝑟𝑐
         (2.14) 
Pc is the critical value for liquid pressure, rc is the critical bubble radius, r0 is the initial 
bubble radius and Pg0 is the initial partial pressure of the non-condensable gas. If the 
minimum pressure in a liquid flow is larger than the critical pressure Pc, a bubble grows 
in the minimum pressure region, but it stays stable and recovers its initial size in the 
pressure recovery region. If the minimum pressure is lower than the critical pressure, 
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the bubble becomes unstable and grows explosively, collapsing in the pressure recovery 
region. [26; 29] 
This approach does not accurately represent the reality in bubble growth, as the assump-
tions are not valid in real cavitating flows. It gives a basic idea of how the critical pres-
sure differs from the liquid vapour pressure. In real flows, bubbles do not remain spher-
ical and the compression may not be close to isothermal. In real flows, cavitation often 
occurs in regions where the flow field changes rapidly, so the assumption of a slowly 
changing flow field may also not be valid. [27; 29] 
2.1.4 Bubble collapse 
As a cavitation bubble in a liquid flow grows, the pressure inside the bubble decreases, 
reaching a value close to the liquid vapour pressure, which is generally much smaller 
than the average flow pressure. When the bubble moves forward in the flow and when 
the local static pressure increases, the surface tension of the bubble makes it possible for 
a pressure difference to form between the bubble interior and the surrounding liquid. 
The timescale of the bubble collapse is of the magnitude which enables large pressure 
differences to form, so the bubble collapse can lead to high amplitude pressure waves. 
[26] 
Cavitation may also occur in static liquids, if the liquid is subjected to an oscillating 
pressure field or if the liquid experiences a sufficiently high strain. Cavitation caused by 
an oscillating pressure field is called acoustic cavitation. This is widely used in cavita-
tion testing, as it provides a simple and compact way to create cavitating conditions. 
The most common acoustic cavitation device is the standardized ASTM G32 cavitation 
erosion vibratory apparatus. The ASTM G32 apparatus is discussed in Chapter 4.6.1. 
[26; 38; 39] 
The bubble collapse process is dependent on the bubble environment. If a perfectly 
spherical bubble collapses in free liquid, the collapse happens axisymmetrically. All 
deviations from the spherical form or any disturbances in the surrounding liquid lead to 
a non-symmetrical collapse of the bubble. A non-symmetric bubble collapse in cavita-
tion has normally two important stages: the re-entrant jet formation and the bubble ring 
collapse phase. Typical causes for a non-symmetrical collapse are nearby wall struc-
tures, adjacent bubbles or other particles and substance interfaces. [26; 27] 
The re-entrant jet is formed from the surrounding liquid when a cavitation bubble col-
lapses non-symmetrically. The bubble begins to collapse from a certain point and from 
this point; the collapse develops with the highest speed. This means that the bubble-
liquid interface gains a larger acceleration towards the bubble centre in one side of the 
bubble than that of the other sides. The liquid jet towards the bubble centre penetrates 
the bubble and the bubble-water interface on the other side. 
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If the bubble collapses near a boundary, the re-entrant jet is directed towards it, with the 
exception when the boundary or wall is sufficiently elastic. The elasticity has to be high 
compared to most metals for the reverse behaviour. As the re-entrant jet penetrates the 
bubble, it continues towards the boundary. The liquid between the wall and the closest 
interface moves away from the re-entrant jet. The jet speed typically is typically of the 
magnitude of 100 m/s and it may cause material damage. [26; 27; 40; 41] 
The reason why the bubble collapses towards the boundary is complex. The non-
symmetricity of the surrounding environment of the bubble causes differences in the 
bubble-water interface, which lead to non-symmetric forces directed towards the bubble 
centre. As the form of the bubble develops, the non-symmetric effects increase, which 
lead to accelerating bubble deformation. The first observations to this behaviour were 
from experiments and the analytical calculation of such behaviour is not possible. Ples-
set and Chapman [42] were the first to study the collapse of a spherical bubble near a 
wall with numerical methods. The re-entrant jet formation mechanism is beyond the 
scope of this study and the jet direction towards the wall will be treated as a given fact. 
The next stage in the bubble collapse is the formation and the collapse of a stagnation 
ring. As the re-entrant jet penetrates the bubble, a ring shaped cavity remains. The cavi-
ty ring has high vorticity resulting from the initial re-entrant jet. The ring cavity collaps-
es inside and causes a high amplitude pressure wave. Chahine and Genoux [43] proved 
that the collapse of a ring shaped bubble causes a higher pressure peak than that of an 
equivalent spherical bubble. The bubble ring collapse pressure peak to a boundary mate-
rial close to the collapse may be larger or smaller than that of the re-entrant jet. The 
magnitudes of both the impulses are case dependent. The pressure impulses will be dis-
cussed in more detail in Chapter 2.2. [29] 
2.1.5 Cavitation erosion 
Cavitation erosion can be divided into four different periods: the incubation or pitting 
period, the acceleration period, the deceleration period and the steady-state period. 
Cavitation erosion in a virgin surface begins by the formation of pits caused by plastic 
deformation. As the surface is covered with pits, material starts to fail as some impacts 
exceed the rupture stress of the material, causing acceleration in overall mass loss. As 
the eroded surface forms, deeper pits start to affect bubble dynamics, decelerating over-
all mass loss. Mass loss rate generally reaches a constant or a pseudo-constant value if 
the erosion lasts long enough without the structure failing. The erosion periods are dis-
cussed in more detail in Chapter 2.5. [15; 26; 44] 
A bubble collapsing near a surface may cause material damage if the pressure caused by 
the collapse exceeds a certain material threshold. For elastic materials, such as metals, 
plastic deformation occurs if the yield stress is exceeded. Work hardening of a material 
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surface in a period of time eventually causes material failure through rupture. For high 
yield stress materials, fatigue and crack formation are the main rupture mechanisms and 
for low yield stress materials, rupture stress may be immediately exceeded by the im-
pacts. The aggressiveness of the erosion depends on material characteristics and on the 
cavitation field, the relations being complex. [45; 46] 
An important quantity in cavitation impacts is the strain rate 𝜀̇. Strain ε is the relative 
deformation of a structure, either in compression or in tension. Strain is defined as: 
𝜀 =
∆𝑆𝑠𝑡,0
𝑆𝑠𝑡,0
=
𝑆𝑠𝑡−𝑆𝑠𝑡,0
𝑆𝑠𝑡,0
          (2.15) 
where Sst,0 is the initial structure length, ∆Sst is the change in structure length and Sst is 
the structure length in a given moment. The values for strain in compression are nega-
tive and for tension they are positive. Strain rate is defined as the velocity of change in 
strain: 
𝜀̇ =
𝑑𝜀
𝑑𝑡
=
𝑑
𝑑𝑡
(𝑆𝑠𝑡−𝑆𝑠𝑡,0)
𝑆𝑠𝑡,0
=
1
𝑆𝑠𝑡,0
𝑑𝑆𝑠𝑡
𝑑𝑡
=
𝑉𝑑𝑒𝑓
𝑆𝑠𝑡,0
       (2.16) 
where 
𝑑
𝑑𝑡
 is the time derivative operator and Vdef is the deformation velocity. 
The deformation mechanics of a material may be dependent on the strain rate. An im-
portant quantity to measure this dependency is the flow stress. Flow stress is defined as 
the required load maintaining a certain strain rate in a deforming material. For low 
strain rates, the strain rate has only a small influence on the flow stress and above a cer-
tain material dependent limit; the strain rate dependency on the flow stress starts to in-
crease rapidly. The limit for metal alloys is of the order of: 
𝜀̇ = 103𝑠−1           (2.17) 
In regard of plasticity mechanisms, strain rates below this limit present dislocation dy-
namics and thermally activated processes and strain rates above this limit present ve-
locity dependent viscous drag mechanisms. For higher strain rates, the required flow 
stress increases rapidly, as for the lower strain rates the flow stress required is almost 
constant. [29; 47] 
The strain rate dependency on flow stress varies with different materials. Metal alloys, 
which are materials widely used in hydraulic machinery, often have high strain rate sen-
sitivity. Cavitation impulses have a relatively short duration and relatively high ampli-
tude in pressure, leading to material strain rates in the transition region of strain rate 
dependency. This means that some of the cavitation impulses in a cavitation field fall 
into the category of low strain rate sensitivity and some into the category of high strain 
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rate sensitivity. Because of this behaviour, the strain rate dependency has to be taken 
into account in cavitation erosion deformation models. [29; 47] 
The collapse process of a cavitation bubble near a wall may also be affected by the de-
forming surface. As the surface is deforming, the flow field in the collapse process 
changes. A virgin surface with no initial plastic deformation experiences higher changes 
in strain than a work hardened surface that has already experienced cavitation impacts. 
The higher amount of deformation typically leads to the damping of the impulse 
strength so the effective stress to the material surface is smaller. The amount of damp-
ing is dependent on the amount of surface deformation, but the effective stress is always 
smaller than that of a rigid wall. 
This two-way interaction has to be taken into account for accurate study of the defor-
mation process in a cavitation impulse. Kalumuck et al. [48] and Chahine and Kalu-
muck [49] studied this process experimentally and numerically, finding out that the re-
duction of the effective stress for a deforming wall is significant and should be taken 
into account. The fluid-wall interaction will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 2.2 
[50] 
2.2 Cavitation impulses and loadings 
In Chapter 2.2, bubble dynamics, pressure peaks, loadings caused by bubble collapse 
and the methods for predicting these phenomena are discussed in detail. A cavitation 
bubble collapsing near a surface generally forms at least two distinctive pressure peaks, 
the first caused by a re-entrant jet and the second by a bubble ring collapse. Either of 
them may be stronger than the other, depending on the collapse environment. The fluid-
structure interaction is also discussed in detail. In Chapter 2.2.1, two methods of study-
ing bubble growth and collapse dynamics are described. In Chapters 2.2.2 and 2.2.3 the 
information obtained by the two methods is discussed. 
2.2.1 Numerical methods: a brief description 
Cavitation bubbles generally reach a radius in the magnitude of 100 times the initial 
nuclei radius [27]. Peak pressures may reach the magnitude of several hundred MPa 
[51]. Analytical models fail to describe bubble collapses accurately. Numerical model-
ling of the phenomenon has been widely developed and the modelling provides more 
information about the complex dynamics. 
Two different models for bubble collapse and growth dynamics prediction are briefly 
presented in this section. These models are not used in this study, but results obtained 
by them provide information about the bubble collapse process. Bubble dynamics can 
generally be approximated as incompressible processes, excluding shock wave for-
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mation and liquid-liquid or liquid-solid impacts. This leads to a situation where most of 
the process duration may be approximated as incompressible, leaving some important 
parts to be treated as compressible [50]. It is also important to couple the collapse dy-
namics with the material response from the surface, as already described in Chapter 
2.1.5. 
The first model to be discussed is an incompressible and compressible link procedure to 
model bubble collapse dynamics. It was reported and used in studies by Hsiao and 
Chahine [52] and Hsiao et al. [53]. This model assumes that the bubble growth may be 
modelled as incompressible and that the bubble collapse has to be modelled as com-
pressible from a certain point. Modelling that assumes the gas content in the bubble 
compressible requires more computing time than that assuming it incompressible. 
This type of modelling requires a link procedure to determine from which point the pro-
cess of a bubble growth-collapse is treated as incompressible and from which point 
compressible. This type of modelling can also be coupled with a structural code to take 
into account the effects of the deforming surface. Hsiao et al. [53] used an analytical 
elastic-plastic model in their report and Hsiao and Chahine [52] used a finite element 
method (FEM) model in their report. [50] 
The aforementioned authors found out that the pressure peaks generated by the re-
entrant jet and the bubble ring collapse are higher than the equivalent stress that the de-
forming material experiences. Choi and Chahine [54] proved that the ratio between 
these two stresses may be as low as 0.1. Some results calculated by the aforementioned 
methods and their significance is discussed in Chapter 2.3.1 
The second model is called the Modified Ghost Fluid Method (MGFM) and it was pro-
posed and developed by Liu et al. and Xie et al. in references [55-57]. The model is 
modified from the Ghost Fluid Method (GFM), developed and proposed by Fedkiw et 
al. [58; 59]. 
The GFM model uses virtual fluid cells called ghost cells inside a phase interface, to 
remove the discontinuity in velocity and pressure profiles caused by an interface. Dis-
continuities may cause numerical oscillations in Euler type solvers. The ghost cells co-
exist with the real fluid cells and cause the solver to treat the interface as a continuous 
fluid, removing the numerical oscillations. GFM model was originally used to treat de-
forming gas with a moving interface. [58; 59] 
The MGFM model has several improvements to the GFM model, making it more suita-
ble for solving fast moving interfaces, such as interfaces in underwater explosions, 
flame fronts or collapsing cavitation bubbles. Liu et al. [55] added an approximate Rie-
mann solver to predict isobaric values and ghost fluid status. Liu et al. [56] and Xie et 
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al. [57] extended the MGFM model to be able to handle compressible fluid-
compressible structure interfaces. 
2.2.2 Re-entrant jet dynamics 
Bubble collapse dynamics near a rigid surface provide basic information about the re-
entrant jet formation and the following bubble ring collapse. In this section, the bubble 
collapse near a rigid wall is discussed and the effects of a deforming wall are introduced 
to the re-entrant jet formation process. 
The formation of a re-entrant jet begins when the pressure in a flow field is sufficiently 
high after the cavitation inception. The liquid particles forming the re-entrant initially 
move to the direction with the lowest resistance, thus increasing the pressure in that 
particular region. The jet formation begins in the region with the highest pressure. If the 
bubble collapses near a free surface, the jet direction is away from the free surface and 
if the collapse happens near a solid boundary, the jet direction is towards the boundary. 
As already mentioned in Chapter 2.1.4, the physical explanation for the jet orientation is 
beyond the scope of this study. [26] 
As the re-entrant jet begins to form near a solid wall, the moving bubble interface caus-
es the compression of gases inside the bubble and thus accelerates the liquid between 
the bubble and the boundary. This description is valid only for a non-moving bubble 
near a boundary. For a moving bubble near a boundary, the collapse mechanics are 
more complex and they are not addressed in this study. In Figure 2.2, the re-entrant jet 
formation and the jet impact near a rigid boundary are presented. The process was nu-
merically modelled by Zhang et al. [40].  [26; 41; 60] 
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Figure 2.2. Static bubble re-entrant jet development and impact for non-
dimensional time-steps: a: t’*=2.1509 b: t’*=2.16400 c: t’*=2.18074 d: 
t’*=2.19429. The arrows in the figures represent the liquid flow relative veloci-
ty. The velocity increases with increasing arrow length. [40] 
In Figure 2.2, the non-dimensional time t’* is defined as: 
𝑡′∗ =
𝑡
𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥
(
𝛥𝑃
𝜌𝑙
)
0.5
          (2.18) 
where t is time, rmax is the maximum bubble radius for a bubble growing in an infinite 
fluid and ΔP is the pressure difference between the pressure far from the bubble and the 
bubble internal pressure, which is assumed to be constant. [40] 
The re-entrant jet visualized in Figure 2.2 presents the basic concepts in a bubble col-
lapse even though the modelling was done using many non-valid assumptions regarding 
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a real cavitation situation. As the re-entrant jet forms, the bubble is reduced to a ring 
bubble. The impact towards the wall generates a circulating flow away from the impact 
sector and the wall. This leads to a bubble ring with vorticity. [40; 41; 60] 
The distance between the bubble centre and the boundary has a significant effect on the 
re-entrant jet formation and the impact strength. This distance is generally called the 
stand-off distance and it is made non-dimensional by dividing the distance Z with the 
maximum bubble radius rmax. If the stand-off distance is too small, the re-entrant jet has 
too little time to develop and accelerate to create a significant impulse and if the stand-
off distance is too big, the liquid layer between the bubble and the wall absorbs most of 
the kinetic energy in the jet. Normalized stand-off distances between 0.5 and 2.0 gener-
ally show the most significant phenomena related to bubble collapses and the largest 
impacts generally occur with values between 0.75 and 1.25. [40; 41; 50; 60] 
The deformation or movement of a surface generally reduces the effective pressures 
generated by a bubble collapse. Chahine and Kalumuck [49] found that a flexible plate 
experienced as much as 40% lower amplitude shocks than a rigid plate at the highest jet 
pressure in their water slug experiments. Figure 2.3 shows the evolution of a bubble 
collapsing near a wall with four different wall elasticities, modelled by a spring-backed 
membrane model. [61] 
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Figure 2.3. Static bubble collapse near a wall with four different values of wall 
elasticity modelled by a spring-backed membrane model. The wall is located in 
the z = 0 level indicated in the figures. [61] 
Figure 2.3 was presented in the report by Madadi-Kandjani and Xionq [61]. The bubble 
growth did not show any difference in behaviour between different elasticities. The 
elasticity parameters m and K present the mass per unit area and spring stiffness per unit 
area, respectively. Lower values for both parameters represent higher elasticity. For 
high elasticity, the re-entrant jet may be directed away from the surface and for medium 
elasticity; the bubble may obtain an hourglass shape. This was also observed by 
Klaseboer et al. [62] in their study of bubble collapses near an elastic liquid boundary. 
2.2.3 Bubble stand-off distance effects 
The stand-off distance is the distance between the bubble centre and the boundary near 
the collapsing bubble. The stand-off distance is typically normalized by dividing the 
actual distance with the bubble maximum radius. The bubble collapse process is de-
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pendent on the stand-off distance. For small distances, the re-entrant jet and the result-
ing bubble ring do not have time to fully develop so the impact strength is reduced. For 
large distances, the liquid between the bubble and the wall has a damping effect on the 
impacts. 
The maximum impact pressures resulting from a bubble collapse typically happen with 
a stand-off distance around 1. This section discusses the effects of stand-off distance to 
the collapse process for several regions. The stand-off distance has an effect on the re-
entrant jet formation and behaviour and also to the resulting bubble vortex ring. The 
stand-off distance Zs is defined as: 
𝑍𝑠 =
𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑍
           (2.19) 
where rmax is the bubble maximum radius and Z is the distance from the bubble centre to 
the boundary. 
After the initial re-entrant jet formation and impact towards a surface, only a ring 
formed bubble remains of a cavitation bubble. The bubble ring contains gas with low 
pressure and the ring has obtained vorticity from the outward flow caused by the re-
entrant jet. The ring collapses because of the pressure difference between the surround-
ing liquid and the ring, the collapse being stronger than that of an equivalent spherical 
bubble. The vorticity may cause the collapse to have a delay or to be damped. [43] 
Yang et al. [63; 64] conducted particle image velocimetry (PIV) experiments for single 
bubble collapses with varying stand-off distances. The bubbles were created in a U-
shaped rotating platform with a liquid filled tube. The rotation leads to a parabolic pres-
sure distribution, the lowest pressure being in the middle, making it possible to reach 
saturated vapour pressure and to generate a cavitation bubble. The bubble ring collapse 
process is classified with the stand-off distance in a similar way as in the aforemen-
tioned papers. This classification provides a good distinction between different behav-
iours. 
For a stand-off distance Zs ≈ 7, the interaction between the bubble and the wall is negli-
gible. A re-entrant jet is formed due to the instabilities in the flow field and bubble in-
terface or due to the pressure difference in the flow field, as in [63; 64], where the re-
entrant jet is formed in the axial direction, not towards the boundary. This type of a col-
lapse causes a Kelvin-Helmholtz type vortex to form. Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities are 
caused by a velocity difference between two fluids with a common interface. When the 
velocity difference is large enough, the flow is called a shear flow, where the interface 
is unstable, leading to wakes and other turbulent instabilities. The bubble ring caused by 
the re-entrant jet penetration is eventually torn apart to two or multiple bubbles by the 
Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities. [63-65] 
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For a stand-off distance Zs ≈ 3, a Kelvin-Helmholtz type vortex is generated after the re-
entrant jet impact towards the boundary. This value is the critical value for a counter-jet 
to form after the re-entrant jet impact, depending on the pressure pulse causing the bub-
ble collapse. If the pulse is large enough, the vortex touches the boundary, which leads 
to shock wave formation. The shock wave causes a Richtmeyer-Meshkov type instabil-
ity, which refers to the formation of non-linear structures, such as bubbles and spikes in 
an interface between two fluids. The Kelvin-Helmholtz vortex touching the solid 
boundary causes radial outward splashing and a counter jet to form in the normal direc-
tion of the wall. Formation of a stagnation ring is linked to the counter jet phenomenon. 
If the pressure pulse is not large enough to cause the vortex to touch the boundary, the 
bubble ring collapse is similar to collapses with a higher stand-off distance. [63; 64; 66] 
For a stand-off distance Zs ≈ 2 the Kelvin-Helmholtz vortex causes a stagnation ring to 
form. The stagnation ring is a structure of non-flowing fluid near the solid boundary and 
it divides the flow into two. The stagnation ring moves towards the solid boundary, 
compressing the liquid between the bubble and the solid boundary and causing the 
flows. The outward flow is called splashing and the inward flow a counter jet. The in-
ward flow turns outwards from the solid boundary, counter to the original re-entrant jet. 
[63; 64] 
For stand-off distances Zs ≈ 1 and Zs = 1, the space between the bubble and the solid 
boundary decreases to such a small value that it does not allow a complete Kelvin-
Helmholtz vortex to appear. For stand-off distances slightly over 1, the stagnation ring, 
the counter jet and the splashing are observed, although the bubble ring tends to flatten 
significantly. For a stand-off distance of exactly 1, a stagnation ring is not formed, and 
the fluid flow from the re-entrant jet flows outwards radially. For stand-off distance 
values near 1, the bubble is always flattened and concave shaped. [63; 64] 
As the remaining bubble ring collapses, a second pressure wave is formed. The pres-
sures caused by the re-entrant jet and the bubble ring collapse were calculated by 
Chahine [50] using the incompressible and compressible link method mentioned in sub-
Chapter 2.2.1. Figure 2.4 shows the modelled pressure values for different bubble col-
lapse driving pressures. The bubble collapse driving pressure is the artificial pressure 
around the initial bubble created for the numerical study to cause the bubble to collapse. 
The first pressure peak is caused by the re-entrant jet impact and the second is caused by 
the bubble ring collapse pressure wave. 
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Figure 2.4. Impact pressure for varying bubble collapse driving pressure, mod-
elled by the incompressible and compressible link model. [50] 
As shown in Figure 2.4, the re-entrant jet and the bubble ring collapse lead to separate 
pressure peaks. The timescale of the bubble collapse can be easily detected. The time 
difference between the two pressure peaks is from several hundred nanoseconds to 
around two microseconds. The pressure peak caused by the bubble ring collapse is 
higher than that of the re-entrant je. This is not always the case, as the re-entrant jet 
strength is highly dependent on the flow characteristics and the stand-off distance. 
The peak impact pressure is dependent on the physical conditions. The pressure in the 
surrounding liquid has a large impact on the collapse pressures. Brennen [27] proposed 
a formula to estimate the peak pressure in a bubble collapse: 
𝑃𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘 =
100𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑃∞
𝑍
          (2.20) 
where P∞ is the surrounding liquid pressure. This formula does not predict the peak 
pressure accurately, but it predicts the order of magnitude of the peak pressure. 
2.3 Material response 
When cavitation bubbles collapse near a surface, the material experiences high ampli-
tude and low duration stresses. Material properties such as ductility, yield stress, strain 
rate sensitivity and ultimate stress are the key factors in defining the erosion potential of 
a certain cavitation field. The initial effect of cavitation for a ductile material is plastic 
deformation, observed as pits in the surface. After the surface is covered with pits, ad-
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vanced stages of cavitation including material removal take place. In Chapter 2.3, the 
material effects and an erosion model for cavitation impulses are discussed. 
2.3.1 Pit formation 
As described in Chapters 2.1.5 and 2.2.1, the pitting of a virgin surface is a complex 
process. The coupling of material deformation and bubble collapse dynamics is required 
for correct behaviour prediction. The basic limit of stress for plastic deformation to oc-
cur is the material yield stress. Cavitation bubble collapses inducing pressure peaks be-
low this limit cause no damage to the material, excluding possible fatigue effects. Ac-
cording to Knapp et al. [67], cited by Pereira et al. [68], an experimental value for the 
number of damaging cavitation impacts was found to be one damaging impact for every 
30,000 impacts. Hammitt [69] states that only one cavitation impact in 10
4
 to 10
6
 causes 
any material damage in a typical cavitating flow. 
A pit formed by an individual bubble collapse generally does not have a round shape, 
but the round shape is often assumed for simplicity in erosion models. As the material 
undergoes plastic deformation, it either piles up or sinks in around the pit. The ratio 
between the Young’s modulus E and the yield stress σy may be used to predict which 
behaviour to be expected. With high values of E/σy, piling up is expected and for low 
values of E/σy sinking in is expected. Metals and other ductile materials have high val-
ues of E/σy and the cavitation pits are formed as spherical caps. [70] 
As discussed in the previous chapters, the collapse of a cavitation bubble is a process 
with multiple steps. The two main pressure peaks are caused by the re-entrant jet impact 
and the bubble ring collapse pressure wave. When the material deformation is signifi-
cant, several other pressure peaks can be detected in numerical simulations and possibly 
in experiments. Figure 2.5 presents the normal stress component of the first plate ele-
ment below the material surface in a cavitation bubble collapse impact simulated with a 
FEM model by Chahine [50]. 
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Figure 2.5. Normal stress component of the first plate element below material 
surface in a cavitation impact simulated with a FEM-model. Bubble initial radi-
us 400μm, stand-off distance 400μm and collapse driving pressure rise from 0.1 
MPa to 10 MPa. [50] 
In Figure 2.5, the first pressure peak is the re-entrant jet impact and the second is the 
bubble ring collapse pressure wave. After these two peaks, diminishing oscillations can 
be observed. These oscillations are caused by propagating stress and strain waves. The 
strain has an elastic part and a plastic part and as the elastic part is reversible; the plastic 
part remains after the stress has ended. The normal stress component is presented in the 
figure, though for non-rigid boundaries the radial stresses are often significant, so the 
equivalent stress is also a parameter of interest. [50] 
A cumulative strain model was first proposed by Karimi and Leo [71], and similar mod-
els were developed and used by Berchiche et al. [72], by Franc [6; 7] and by Karimi and 
Franc [46]. The basic idea of such models is to calculate the cavitation erosion progress 
with the concepts of cumulative strain and work hardening. The energy from cavitation 
impulses is absorbed to the material and the accumulation of subsequent impacts and 
strains cause the material to harden. As cumulative strain reaches rupture strain, materi-
al is removed and a new surface is subjected to cavitation erosion. 
Cavitation impacts have a certain distribution in amplitude and duration. The pits creat-
ed by these impacts have a certain distribution in depth, diameter and shape. This leads 
to the requirement of a statistical approach for a cavitation model that addresses cavita-
tion erosion characteristics, such as erosion rates and incubation times. If the flow field 
remains constant in terms of cavitation, the cavitation field may be characterized by 
pitting tests. With the cavitation field and material properties, a statistical analysis may 
be performed to create erosion models for ductile materials. 
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2.3.2 Erosion modelling 
A statistical cumulative strain cavitation erosion model can be created for a material by 
using cavitation impact test data, as was described in Chapter 2.3.1. This requires sever-
al assumptions and characteristic values, which are described in this chapter. 
The stress-strain relationship in the region between the yield stress σy and the ultimate 
stress σU may be expressed with the Ludwik equation:  [6; 72; 73] 
𝜎 = 𝜎𝑦 + 𝐾
′𝜀𝑝
𝑛          (2.21) 
where K’ (MPa) is the strain hardening constant and n (-) is the strain hardening expo-
nent, which both are acquired experimentally. This equation is valid for low strain rates. 
For cavitation impacts, the strain rates are high. If the strain rate dependency is tested, 
the Johnson-Cook equation may be used to describe stress-strain relationship with vari-
able strain rate: [9] 
𝜎 = (𝜎𝑦,𝑟𝑒𝑓 + 𝐾
′𝜀𝑝
𝑛)(1 + 𝐶𝑙𝑛
?̇?
?̇?0
)       (2.22) 
where C is the constant obtained from the linear fit of the experimental data in with 
yield stress σy in function of the natural logarithm of strain rate 𝜀̇. The reference strain 
rate 𝜀0̇ may be freely chosen and a typical value is 1 1/s. εp is the plastic strain, meaning 
that in the yield point it is zero. σy,ref is the yield stress for the reference strain rate. The 
yield stress may be written as: 
𝜎𝑦 = 𝜎𝑦,𝑟𝑒𝑓(1 + 𝐶𝑙𝑛
?̇?
?̇?0
)         (2.23) 
and 
𝜎𝑦
𝜎𝑦,𝑟𝑒𝑓
= 1 + 𝐶𝑙𝑛
?̇?
?̇?0
          (2.24) 
The reference yield stress σy,ref is found by plotting the yield stresses available in func-
tion of the natural logarithm of the relative strain rates. The reference strain rate is found 
by a linear fit to this data and by finding the yield stress value for the reference strain. 
By plotting the relative yield stresses and the natural logarithms of the relative strain 
rates, a linear relation is also found. The slope of the linear fit is the parameter C.  
A strain profile inside a material may be expressed as: [6] 
𝜀(𝑥) = 𝜀𝑠 [1 −
𝑥
𝑙ℎ
]
𝜃
          (2.25) 
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where εs is the surface strain, x is the depth variable, lH is the hardened layer thickness 
and θ is the strain profile shape factor. For a surface that has been work hardened up to 
the ultimate stress σU, the hardened layer thickness is LH. The values for LH and θ may 
be found in material characteristics tables or they may be obtained experimentally. 
An experimental quantity called the mean depth of penetration rate MDPR is the aver-
age erosion penetration rate over the eroding surface. It presents the speed of cavitation 
in a certain flow field for a certain material. According to Soyama and Futakawa [16], 
Hammitt [69] and to Zhou and Hammitt [74], the incubation time T is related to the 
mean depth penetration rate MDPR with the following relation: 
1
𝑀𝐷𝑃𝑅
= 𝑘′𝑇𝑖
𝛼          (2.26) 
where k’ is an experimentally obtained constant value for a certain material and a cer-
tain type of test and α is an exponent obtained from cavitation and liquid impact data 
with a value between 0.6 and 1.0. Ti is the incubation period duration. 
The approximate steady state erosion rate for cavitation erosion may be obtained with 
an energy approach and by assuming successive coverings by cavitation impacts. The 
method to obtain equation 2.27 is presented by Franc [26] and by Karimi and Franc 
[46]. The steady-state erosion rate may be presented as follows: [46] 
?̇? =
𝐿
𝜏
{(
𝜎𝑚−𝜎𝑌
𝜎𝑈−𝜎𝑌
)
1
𝑛𝜃
− 1}         (2.27) 
where ?̇? (m/s) is the erosion rate assuming uniform erosion in depth and σm is the mean 
amplitude of impact stresses. This approach provides means to predict erosion rates 
with material characteristics and only two flow characteristics, the coverage time τ and 
the mean amplitude of impact stresses σm. The mean amplitude of impact stresses is the 
average pressure amplitude for the cavitation impacts and it is difficult to measure or 
calculate. Pressure sensors or methods such as the inverse finite element method com-
bined with pitting tests may be used to predict the value of σm [8]. 
The coverage time is defined as the time for the cavitation pits to cover the material 
surface exactly once, with no pit overlapping. It can be assumed to be relatively material 
independent, so equation 2.27 provides a prediction of erosion rate with variables that 
are simply defined as either material dependent or flow dependent. 
2.4 Cavitating flow characterization 
Cavitation rarely occurs as single bubbles travelling from a low-pressure to a high-
pressure region. Usually bubbles form in small or large groups, both in engineering ap-
plications and in laboratory test conditions. The type and form of cavitation depends on 
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flow geometry, pressure levels and liquid quality. There are large differences between 
the erosion and aggressiveness potential of different types of cavitation. In this chapter, 
the main forms of cavitation are classified in the same way as in the book: Fundamen-
tals of Cavitation [26]. 
2.4.1 Transient isolated bubbles 
Transient isolated bubbles represent individual bubbles forming in a flow through cavi-
tation inception mechanisms described in the earlier chapters. The bubbles are scarce 
enough not to interact significantly with each other. This type of cavitation includes 
both spherical or non-spherical and symmetric or non-symmetric bubbles. The bubbles 
appear in a flow in low-pressure regions and the cavitation structures are of unsteady 
nature. 
When cavitation bubbles appear in a liquid flow, they usually do not affect the liquid 
flow dynamics significantly. Cavitating flows are often treated as single phase flows in 
terms of flow dynamics. This one-way coupling is not always sufficient, because when 
the flow void fraction increases sufficiently, the bubbles begin to modify the flow sig-
nificantly. The bubbles may affect for example the lift or drag experienced by a hydro-
foil or other flow structures as the flow density and other values are modified. The need 
of two-way coupling is highly case dependent and it will not be discussed further in this 
study. [75] 
Transient isolated bubbles or travelling bubble cavitation is a form of cavitation that 
generally does negligible or little damage to surfaces. It may cause noise or acoustic 
signals in an engineering application, and even some damage, if the bubbles are numer-
ous enough and they collapse near a solid boundary. [4] 
2.4.2 Attached or sheet cavities 
Attached or sheet cavities, also called as partial cavities, appear in the low-pressure re-
gion of structures in a liquid flow. Typical structures are the leading edges of blades, 
hydrofoils or guide vanes and also the throats of nozzles. Attached cavities persist in a 
steady flow and the cavitation inception remains in a fixed region. Cavitation closure 
remains also in a fixed region, with some possible periodical variation. Cavitation clo-
sure is defined as the collapse of the cavitation structure. A sheet cavity follows the 
flow pattern around the structure and it collapses near the surface, potentially causing 
damage. 
The periodic pattern of a sheet cavity is called a cloud cavity, which is an aggressive 
type of cavitation that occurs in certain types of sheet cavitation. The sheet cavity is 
shed by a periodical cavity scale re-entrant jet, forming cavitation clouds. The collaps-
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ing cloud forms the cavity scale re-entrant jet. Cloud cavitation is usually the most dam-
aging type of cavitation. [4; 26; 76] 
A sheet cavity differs from separate travelling bubbles as it is a continuous or pseudo-
continuous vapour-filled wake. A sheet cavitation generally occurs in the region of lam-
inar to turbulent boundary layer transition, when the cavitation number is low enough. If 
the boundary layer is initially laminar, the cavitation inception typically happens after 
the region of lowest pressure in the hydrofoil. A sharp edge with a sufficient incident 
angle causes the boundary layer to be turbulent from the beginning and the cavitation to 
occur instantly. [77] 
The length of the sheet cavity increases as the cavitation number decreases. In the case 
of a hydrofoil, when the cavity length increases to a value above the foil length, closure 
happens outside the hydrofoil. This phenomenon is called supercavitation. Cavitation 
cloud shedding in a hydrofoil happens roughly with a sheet length around the value of 
one half of the foil chord length. According to Leroux et al. [78], a sheet cavitation be-
comes unstable when the cavity length is half of the chord length and it becomes more 
and more unstable as the cavity length increases. [26] 
In the region where the sheet cavity oscillates, cloud cavitation is formed by a re-entrant 
jet in the upstream direction of the main flow. The re-entrant jet is situated between the 
sheet and the structure boundary and it typically has a velocity close to the external flow 
velocity. This re-entrant jet differs from the earlier discussed re-entrant jet in an indi-
vidual bubble collapse, as its size is in the scale of the entire cavity. The most important 
factor in the re-entrant jet formation is the adverse pressure gradient in the cavitation 
closure region. A large adverse pressure gradient is typical for short sheet cavities and it 
promotes re-entrant jet formation. A small adverse pressure gradient is typical for long 
cavities, which generally do not show cloud cavitation behaviour. Long cavities are sen-
sitive to external fluctuations, showing large oscillations in cavity length. [26] 
The Strouhal number St for an oscillating sheet/cloud cavitation is defined as: [26] 
𝑆𝑡 =
𝑓𝑠𝑙𝑐
𝑉∞
           (2.28) 
where fs is the shedding frequency, lc is the cavity length and V∞ is the external flow 
velocity. In sheet/cloud cavitation, the Strouhal number typically varies between 0.25 
and 0.35. The sheet thickness needs be sufficiently large for the cavity to sustain the re-
entrant jet without premature breaking. [26] 
For a sheet cavity long enough for cloud cavitation not to occur, cavitation surge may 
be observed. Cavitation surge is an irregular phenomenon caused by rapid changes in 
sheet length. The sheet length is sensible to upstream pressure variations in a long cavi-
ty. Cloud like structures are formed with a frequency typically less than the comparable 
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cloud cavitation shedding frequency. The shedding may also be periodical, for example 
in the case of a rotating flow structure. [26] 
2.4.3 Cavitating vortices 
Flow vorticity caused by turbulence or by solid structures may lead to cavitation in the 
vortex cores with a cavitation number larger than in a non-rotating flow. The pressure in 
a vortex core is lower than in the other regions of the vortex, making it possible to a 
cavitating vortex core to form. As the cavitation forms in the vortex core, it is filled 
with vapour, limiting the pressure to saturated vapour pressure and causing significant 
changes in the vortex flow field. [26; 27] 
Vortex cavitation is a typical form of cavitation in rotating structures, as the rotation 
provides circulation for the flow continuously. The rotating structure may for example 
be a propeller or a turbine runner. Circulation may also be caused by a hydrofoil in a 
flow, especially when flow detachment is observed. In a submerged jet, a toroidal vor-
tex cavity may form around the main flow. 
A vortex forming from a hydrofoil tip is called a tip vortex. The tip vortex begins with 
zero circulation in the leading edge and increasing circulation with increasing distance 
downstream. A tip vortex with sufficient vorticity may be cavitating. An important form 
of tip vortex in hydraulic machinery is the tip leakage vortex, which means vortices 
forming in the space between blade tips and machine casing. This type of cavitation 
may cause severe damage to the blade tip. [79] 
Periodic cavitation, called the Von-Karman vortex shedding, may be observed in the 
trailing edges of hydraulic machine blades and guide vanes. The rotation of the machine 
causes periodic shedding of the flow vortices, leading to low pressures and potential 
cavitation. Inter-blade vortex cavitation is a type of cavitation that occurs in the area 
between hydraulic machine blades. Secondary vortices are formed when the guide vane 
and the blade incident angle are in a certain range. These vortices cause cavitation that 
is attached to the blades and if the cavitation closure is near a surface, cavitation damage 
may occur. [4] 
A typical type of vortex cavitation in water turbines is the draft tube swirl, also called 
the draft tube vortex rope. It is a potentially cavitating vortex forming downstream from 
the turbine, caused by the low average pressure and high circulation of the flow. When 
running a turbine in its design operating point, the draft tube swirl is non-oscillating and 
when running it in an off-design operating point, the draft tube swirl tends to oscillate 
with a relatively low frequency, typically 0.25 to 0.35 times the rotating frequency for a 
hydraulic turbine. The draft tube swirl occurs in the centre of the downstream flow, so 
cavitation closure does not cause direct damage to structures. The oscillation of a draft 
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tube swirl may cause high amplitude vibrations in a turbine and the cavitation may 
cause severe noise. The draft tube swirl is a typical feature in Francis turbines. [4; 80] 
2.5 Periods in cavitation erosion 
Cavitation erosion in ductile materials can generally be divided into four separate peri-
ods: the incubation period, the acceleration period, the deceleration period and the 
steady-state period. Brittle materials, such as ceramics, may show a different kind of 
behaviour. Cavitation in brittle materials is beyond the scope of this study. [15; 26; 44] 
2.5.1 Incubation period 
The incubation or pitting period is the period when an initially virgin surface is subject-
ed to cavitation erosion that covers the surface with plastic deformations. For cavitation 
studies, the initial surface needs to be sufficiently polished, with virtually no initial 
work hardening. If the surface roughness is too high, pits may not be visible because 
they are shallow and if the surface is already work hardened, the incubation period can-
not be properly studied as cavitation erosion causes similar hardening as surface finish-
ing. 
In most engineering applications, surface requirements are not the same as in cavitation 
research, so studying the incubation period is relevant only for laboratory materials or 
machines specifically polished for the purpose. Studying the incubation period provides 
information about material behaviour and makes it possible to create models for erosion 
in later stages of cavitation. 
In cavitation study, it may be assumed that virtually no mass loss happens before the 
surface is totally covered with pits. Pitting test analysis is based on pit counting, for 
which there are several methods, such as contact profilometry, optical profilometry, 
laser profilometry, optical interferometry and scanning electron microscopy [70]. In this 
study, a contact profilometer was used to measure surface profiles. The method is de-
scribed in Chapters 2.5.3 and 4.4. All methods require a chosen cut-off depth to exclude 
material roughness and pit merging and also to count as many pits as possible. 
As the cavitation impacts in a cavitation field are not uniform, the cavitation pits have a 
certain distribution. Franc et al. [70] propose a Weibull distribution for dimensionless 
pitting rate: 
?̅? = 𝑒−?̅?
𝑘𝑤
           (2.29) 
?̅? =
𝑁
𝑁∗
 𝑎𝑛𝑑 ?̅? =
𝐷
𝐷∗
         (2.30) 
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where ?̅? is the normalized pitting rate, N is the pitting rate, N* is the characteristic pit-
ting rate, ?̅? is the normalized pit diameter, D is the pit diameter D* is the characteristic 
pit diameter and kw is the Weibull distribution shape parameter. This distribution corre-
lates well with the experimental results obtained from LEGI cavitation tunnel tests (k=1 
with some constants added to equation 2.26) and those from cavitating jet tests (k=0.7). 
[70] 
The characteristic pit diameter D
* 
is defined as the pit diameter with the most contribu-
tion to the surface coverage. Pits smaller than D
*
 are more common than pits of the size 
of D
*
, but their surface area drops so much that they contribute less to the erosion. Pits 
larger than D
*
 have a larger surface area but they are less numerous. 
The characteristic pitting rate N
* 
is the rate of pits forming with the characteristic pit 
diameter D
*
. Both these values are derived from statistical pit distributions. Franc et al. 
[70] measured and analysed several materials eroded in the LEGI cavitation tunnel. 
They used different driving pressures in their tests to find out the connection between 
cavitation aggressiveness and material damage. 
The characteristic values are dependent on the cavitation field and of the material tested. 
The coverage time τ is also essential in characterizing the incubation period. It is de-
fined as the time needed for the surface to be totally covered by pits exactly once. Franc 
et al. [70] found out that in the LEGI cavitation tunnel, the connection between cover-
age time τ and flow velocity Vt in the test section is: [70] 
𝜏 ∝ 𝑉𝑡
−6,5
           (2.31) 
The characteristic pit size is dependent on the flow velocity as: [70] 
𝐷∗ ∝ 𝑉𝑡
0.75.           (2.32) 
The coverage time is strongly dependent on the flow velocity, which means that the 
cavitation erosion evolution is also strongly dependent on the flow velocity. The afore-
mentioned authors had a constant cavitation number in their tests. In the LEGI cavita-
tion tunnel, the cavitation number has an effect on the occurrence of cavitation and the 
radial location of the maximum erosion region. 
2.5.2 Acceleration, deceleration and steady-state periods 
After the surface is covered with pits, microscopic cracks start to form in the material 
surface. Work hardened surface does not deform as much as a virgin surface, so it expe-
riences larger equivalent stresses than a virgin surface. For metals, larger cracks form in 
the grain boundaries and the material begins to rupture. The transition from incubation 
period to acceleration period is not abrupt, as some material failure occurs even before 
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the surface is totally covered. The acceleration period continues until the mass loss rate 
reaches a maximum value. 
During the acceleration period, the mass loss rate does not increase infinitely. As the 
cavitation persists, deeper craters are formed in the surface. These deep craters may trap 
gas or liquid, and this new medium between material surface and bubble collapses starts 
to damp the pressure peaks. This causes the erosion rate to decelerate. 
After sufficient deceleration in the erosion rate has occurred, the rate begins to approach 
a constant or a pseudo-constant value. The limit where the deceleration period ends and 
the steady-state period starts needs to be chosen for the research conducted. During 
steady-state erosion, all the aforementioned processes coexist in a balance, as long as 
the flow field stays constant and the material surface geometry does not change signifi-
cantly. The steady-state period may also show non-linear behaviour in some cases. An 
example of an idealized erosion curve for the ASTM G32 vibratory erosion testing set-
up is presented in Figure 2.6. [44] 
 
Figure 2.6. The typical erosion and erosion rate curve for an ASTM G32 de-
vice. Curve (a) is for the volume loss and curve (b) is for the volume loss rate. 
[44] 
The cavitation erosion curve is for most ductile materials an S-shaped curve, if the in-
cubation period is excluded, as observable in Figure 2.6. The volume loss curve may be 
presented as: [15; 44] 
𝑉𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ = 1 − 𝑒
𝑡̅2 +
1
𝑒
𝑡̅1.2         (2.33) 
𝑉𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ =
𝑉𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠
𝑉𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠
∗            (2.34) 
and 
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𝑡̅ =
𝑡−𝑇
𝑡∗
           (2.35) 
The values t
*
 and 𝑉𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠
∗  are material and flow field characteristic values and T is the in-
cubation period duration. ?̅? and 𝑡̅ are the dimensionless values for volume loss and 
time, respectively. The volume loss at t-T=t
*
 equals to 𝑉𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠
∗ , which by twice deriving 
equation 2.33 in time leads to the definition: t
*
 equals to 4/3 times the time to reach 
maximum erosion rate. By defining the flow and material characteristic values correct-
ly, the mass loss curves for most materials fall in the same dimensionless curve. [15; 44] 
2.5.3 Erosion measurement and calculation 
Mass loss in cavitation erosion research may be calculated either by weighing a sample 
or through volume loss by measuring the changes in the sample surface between erosion 
periods in the test rig. The weighing method is used in the ASTM G32 vibratory appa-
ratus and in some other cavitation testing apparatus. In this study, the volume loss 
method is used as the sample mass loss is not easy to measure directly. 
The mass loss is in the order of several milligrams as the mass of the entire sample is 
about 1.2 kg. This means that weighing the sample is an uncertain method as the mass 
loss due to cavitation erosion may be of the same order as the uncertainty caused by the 
interaction with the environment. The sample surface measurement provides also other 
important information about the cavitation erosion development. 
As the erosion develops in the sample, the sample surface deforms and starts to rupture. 
The sample surface may be measured with a profilometer and the resulted profiles may 
be used to describe the erosion evolution and to compare the erosion behaviour to dif-
ferent materials. If the cavitation erosion area in a sample surface is well defined, a two-
dimensional analysis of the surface may be sufficient in erosion calculation. 
In cavitation erosion testing, the sample is subjected to cavitation erosion multiple times 
for certain durations and the sample is measured between these erosion periods. The 
length of these erosion periods are defined by experience or by assumptions regarding 
the test setup. In the volume loss method, the sample surface is measured between the 
erosion periods so that the erosion evolution in time domain may be calculated. The 
surface is measured with a surface profilometer. In this study, a contact profilometer 
was used and the surface of the sample was measured along different lines in the radial 
direction of the circle shaped sample. 
A profilometer provides three-dimensional data points. In this study, the planar direc-
tions of a surface are referred as x- and y- directions and the erosion depth direction is 
referred as the z- direction. In this chapter, the index k is used to describe the cumulative 
erosion time, where k = 0 means the time step before erosion and k = 1 means the time 
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step index after the first period of erosion in the cavitation tunnel and so on. The volume 
loss Vloss,k for a certain surface and for a certain value of erosion time may be calculated 
from: 
𝑉𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠,𝑘 = − ∫ ∫ (𝑧𝑘(𝑥, 𝑦) − 𝑧0,𝑘)𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦
𝑥1
𝑥0
𝑦
𝑦0
       (2.36) 
where y0, x0, y1 and x1 are chosen surface dimensions to be analysed, z is the depth vari-
able and z0 is the chosen zero depth level. A profilometer provides a finite amount of 
data points, so practically the volume loss is calculated as a sum over the analysed sur-
face: 
𝑉𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠,𝑘 ≈  ∑ ∑ (𝑧𝑖,𝑗 − 𝑧0)∆𝑥∆𝑦
𝑛𝑥
𝑗=1
𝑛𝑦
𝑖=1        (2.37) 
where ∆x and ∆y are the measurement resolutions and nx and ny are the amounts of 
measurement points in x and y –directions and zi,j is the local depth value for a certain 
measurement point. In theoretical analysis, the zero depth level z0 should also be a local 
value as the initial surface of a material is never flat. In this study, however, the surface 
profile was measured with a contact profilometer that has no means to accurately place 
the sample in exactly the same position and location in all measurements. 
For the circle shaped surface in this study, the volume loss over the sample may be ex-
pressed in a two-dimensional circular coordinate system as: 
𝑉𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠,𝑘 = − ∫ ∫ (𝑧(𝑟, 𝛽) − 𝑧0)𝑑𝑟𝑑𝛽
𝑟1
𝑟0
2𝜋
0
       (2.38) 
where r the is radius and β is the angle in radians in the two-dimensional circular sur-
face. The volume loss is calculated assuming that the erosion profile is constant with all 
values of the angle β. The calculation does not give the actual volume loss of the sam-
ple. The result is the volume loss if the sample would have eroded uniformly. The 
whole eroded surface could be measured and the true volume loss could be calculated, 
but in this study the measurement was limited to several radial lines because of pro-
filometer limitations. With these assumptions, equation 2.38 may be written as: 
𝑉𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠,𝑘 = −2𝜋 ∫ (𝑧(𝑟) − 𝑧0)𝑑𝑟
𝑟1
𝑟0
        (2.39) 
and in the sum form: 
𝑉𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠,𝑘 ≈ 2𝜋 ∑ (𝑧𝑗 − 𝑧0)∆𝑟
𝑛𝑟
𝑗=1         (2.40) 
where ∆r is the resolution in the radial direction. It is equal to ∆x as the profile meas-
urements were made in a Cartesian coordinate system, but the actual volume loss calcu-
lation is done in the two-dimensional circular coordinate system. The volume loss is 
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calculated between each cavitation erosion period and the values are used to create the 
curves for volume loss in function of time. 
The other studied option was to calculate surface loss along the measured profile. This 
method does not take into account that in addition to cavitation effects, also the geomet-
ric effects have an influence on the eroded profile. The volume loss over the entire sam-
ple does not address this problem, though the problem is not relevant if the results are 
used only to compare materials. The geometric effect in the bubble number density is 
visualized in Figure 2.7. 
 
 Figure 2.7. Visualization of the geometric effect on bubble number density. 
Filled circles present initial bubbles and the non-filled circles present two po-
tential bubble collapse patterns. 
Due to the geometry effect, the bubble number density decreases with increasing radius. 
However, the flow velocity decreases also with the increasing radius. This means that 
the velocity decreasing effect may cause packing of the bubbles as the radius increases. 
This mechanism may cancel the geometry effect, though further analysis was not made 
in this study. The pressure increases as the radius increases. This means that the col-
lapse intensity may also increase with radius. 
These effects are difficult to take into account in the calculations, so the volume loss 
needs to be calculated over the whole eroded area. The radius in the maximum erosion 
zone may not be the same as the radius in the maximum intensity of the cavitation. 
In this study, four different sample orientations were always measured to compare re-
sults. For all these four orientations, five different positions were used in the y-direction. 
These five measurement lines were 1 µm apart from each other and they were averaged 
to provide one two-dimensional profile. The averaging procedure for each point in the 
x-direction may be expressed as: 
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𝑧𝑖,𝑎𝑣𝑔 =
∑ 𝑧𝑖,𝑦
𝑛𝑦
𝑗=1
𝑛𝑦
          (2.41) 
The zero depth level value that the profilometer provides may not be assumed as con-
stant between the measurements. In this study, the actual erosion zone in the sample 
surface is well defined. The sample surface has a small vertical slope. The slope in the 
measurements was always less than 10 µm for a distance of 30 mm. The erosion zone 
length in this study was defined as 8 mm. 
With a linear slope assumption, a suitable zero level is the average displacement outside 
the erosion zone. As the erosion zone is well defined, it may be assumed that there is no 
erosion outside the erosion zone. The absolute values provided by the profilometer may 
change between measurements, but the average form of the sample in the non-eroded 
region remains practically unchanged. The profilometer data has some errors, but with 
the averaging method, the errors are not significant. 
With the averaging method, the zero level for each measurement may be defined as: 
𝑧0 =
∑ 𝑧𝑖,𝑎𝑣𝑔
𝑛1
𝑖=1 +∑ 𝑧𝑖,𝑎𝑣𝑔
𝑛3
𝑖=𝑛2
𝑁𝑡𝑜𝑡
         (2.42) 
where n1 is the index in the beginning of the erosion zone, n2 is the index in the end of 
the erosion zone, n3 is the index in the end of the measurement zone and Ntot is the total 
amount of measurement points outside the eroded region. 
With the averaged zero level z0 for each measurement; the volume loss evolution may 
be traced in time domain. The volume loss rate in time domain may be defined as: 
𝑑𝑉𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠,𝑘
𝑑𝑡
≈
∆𝑉𝑘
∆𝑡𝑘
=
2𝜋 ∑ (𝑧𝑗−𝑧0)∆𝑟
𝑛𝑟
𝑗=1 𝑘
−2𝜋 ∑ (𝑧𝑗−𝑧0)∆𝑟
𝑛𝑟
𝑗=1 𝑘−1
𝑡𝑘−𝑡𝑘−1
     (2.43) 
where ∆tk = tk - tk-1 is the time difference between the end and the beginning of meas-
urement number k. The value 0 for the index k corresponds to the measurement of the 
initial non-eroded surface. 
The cavitation erosion in this study has a maximum depth for a certain value of radius. 
The erosion depth gradually decreases to both radial directions from the maximum 
point. The evolution of the maximum erosion depth is also traced in time domain to 
characterize the cavitation behaviour of a material. The volume loss rate and the erosion 
depth rate usually correspond to each other when comparing materials, but there may be 
differences between materials. 
A single value of profilometer depth data may not be assumed reliable, so the maximum 
erosion depth has to be an averaged value. The erosion depth along the radial measure-
ment may be averaged with a number of depth values. Along the profile, an average 
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starting from all the data points and up to a chosen amount of data points may be calcu-
lated. The largest value may be chosen for the maximum erosion depth value. In this 
study, the amount of data points for the averaging procedure was chosen so that it corre-
sponds to a length of 200 µm. This value was found to provide reliable values, leaving 
out the measurement errors but still describing the erosion profile reliably. 
The erosion depth vector for measurement number k is defined as: 
ℎ𝑘 = (
∑ 𝑧𝑖,𝑘
𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠
𝑖=1
𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠
,
∑ 𝑧𝑖,𝑘
𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠+1
𝑖=2
𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠
…
∑ 𝑧𝑖,𝑘
𝑛𝑋
𝑖=(𝑛𝑋−𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠)
𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠
)    (2.44) 
and the maximum erosion depth for measurement k is defined as: 
ℎ𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑘 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚(−ℎ𝑘)        (2.45) 
In equation 2.44, datapoints is the chosen amount of data points corresponding to the 
averaging length. 
The maximum erosion depth rate is calculated as: 
𝑑ℎ𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑘
𝑑𝑡
≈
∆ℎ𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑘
∆𝑡𝑘
=
ℎ𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑘−ℎ𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑘−1
𝑡𝑘−𝑡𝑘−1
       (2.46) 
Values for both the volume loss and the maximum erosion depth are initially non-zero 
due to the profilometer measurement procedure. The initial volume loss and maximum 
erosion depth may be normalized to zero by subtracting the values of the non-eroded 
sample from all calculated volume loss and erosion depth values. 
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3. ACOUSTIC EMISSION 
3.1 Definition 
Chapter 3 describes the basic phenomena linked to acoustic emission (AE) technique. 
Acoustic emission is defined as the spontaneously released elastic energy that is emitted 
from materials undergoing deformation. Acoustic emission measurements in the cavita-
tion test were made to study if there is a link between the stage of erosion and the 
acoustic emission signal.  
Acoustic emission may lead to audible noise in some cases, such as in tin cry, but the 
audible noise is not called acoustic emission. Tin cry is the noise caused by mechanical 
twinning in pure tin during plastic deformation. These audible noises were the first use 
of acoustic emission, though the term was defined in 1961 by Schofield. Kaiser’s 
Doktor-Ingenieur dissertation in the year 1950 is considered as the first publication with 
the use of the modern acoustic emission technique. [81-83] 
The difference between acoustic emission and sonic waves is that acoustic emission is 
defined as elastic waves in a solid medium and that sonic waves are audible or inaudible 
waves in a gaseous medium. Acoustic emission sensors are placed in contact with the 
solid medium and the signal is detected from the movement of the solid surface. The 
movement is detected by a piezoelectric crystal and the output signal is electric. The 
contact type AE sensor is most commonly used, though non-contact sensors are also 
available. [81] 
Acoustic emission measurements are widely used in structure monitoring. It is a non-
destructive method to detect and locate material defects in a structure under loading. 
The signals are emitted when, under loading, the cracks in a material propagate or when 
plastic deformation occurs. It reveals defects before they are visible and it provides 
means to analyse large structures with low cost. [84] 
Compared to the ultrasonic method, the acoustic emission method is faster because it 
analyses the whole structure with one measurement, though it does not provide as much 
information on the possible defects. Another advantage is that with the AE-method and 
the stress history of a structure, structural changes may be detected. If a structure is sub-
jected to a certain loading, no further AE-signals are to be expected with loadings infe-
rior to the initial loading. This effect is called the Kaiser effect, named in honour of Jo-
seph Kaiser. [83-85] 
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In this study, the goal was to find a relation between measured AE and the ongoing cav-
itation erosion in the test setup. The signal content was expected to differ in the incuba-
tion period, the acceleration period, the deceleration period and the steady-state period 
of cavitation erosion. In the incubation period, mostly continuous signal from plastic 
deformation was expected and in further erosion periods with significant mass loss, dis-
continuous signals from crack propagation were expected. 
3.2 Acoustic emission sources 
Acoustic emission is emitted in a material when stored strain energy is released. This is 
related to plastic deformation and crack propagation. Possible acoustic emission sources 
in plastic deformation are twinning and dislocation movement and in rupture; crack 
propagation. Phase transformations and chemical actions may also act as sources of 
acoustic emission. These mechanisms have a dynamic, a local and an irreversible na-
ture. [85; 86] 
The elastic waves or acoustic emission signals may be classified as continuous signals 
caused by plastic deformation, phase transformation or friction mechanisms, and as dis-
continuous signals, also called as burst signals, caused by material failure mechanisms. 
The failure mechanisms are typically crack propagation and crack evolution. The differ-
ence between these signal types is that the discontinuous type has a distinctly discreet 
nature with higher signal amplitude than that of the continuous type. [86] 
The continuous acoustic emission has a finite duration and typically constant or near-
constant average amplitude. The plastic deformations causing continuous acoustic emis-
sion may only be detected if the signal amplitude is high enough. A single moving dis-
location is not detectable. According to Máthis and Chmelík [86], 100 moving disloca-
tions or 10,000 concurrent annihilation of dislocation pairs are required to generate de-
tectable acoustic emission in an ideal situation. Naturally this depends on the material, 
but the quantities presented give an idea of the event density required. Table 3.1 pre-
sents the continuous acoustic emission sources and their significance. 
Table 3.1. Acoustic emission signal sources and intensities. [86] 
Mechanism of plastic deformation Strength of AE signal 
Frank-Read source Strong 
Twin nucleation Strong 
Yield phenomenon Strong 
Cutting of coherent precipitates by 
dislocations 
Strong 
Orowan bowing Weak 
Twin growth and thickening Negligible 
Grain boundary sliding without cracking Negligible 
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The intensities of different AE sources vary with different materials and conditions. The 
background noise may be at the same level of amplitude as the continuous acoustic 
emission, so proper thresholding and data analysis is required to distinguish noise from 
target signal. A material experiencing strain has the largest AE-signal amplitude just 
above the ultimate strain [82]. According to Spanner et al. [87], a typical frequency 
range for acoustic emission measurements is from 10 kHz to 1 MHz, though some 
measurements prove that signals may be recorded at over 50 MHz frequency. 
The discontinuous acoustic emission signals from crack propagation or sudden pressure 
pulses are fairly easily detected as their amplitudes are typically far larger than that of 
the background noise. When measuring discontinuous AE, measurement triggering is 
typically used. Acoustic emission waveform data requires lots of space so the back-
ground noise is not measured unless the triggering condition is met. Measurements in 
engineering applications may contain both the continuous and discontinuous type of 
signals, so the thresholding and triggering conditions are case-sensitive. 
Figure 3.1 shows the two types of acoustic emission signals. The discontinuous signals 
are also called as burst signals. 
 
Figure 3.1. The difference between discontinuous and continuous acoustic 
emission signals. [84] 
In this study, acoustic emission was measured from a sample that is experiencing cavi-
tation erosion. Generally in acoustic emission testing, cavitation is considered as signal 
noise. However in this study, it is the actual target parameter to be measured. The 
acoustic signal from cavitation has high amplitude and it is difficult to separate continu-
ous signals and discrete discontinuous signals with small difference in time. 
The Kaiser effect, already mentioned in Chapter 3.1, is a phenomenon used in structure 
surveillance. A structure that has never been subjected to a load emits acoustic signals 
when it is loaded for the first time, even if it is defect-free. A defect-free structure, how-
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ever, does not emit acoustic signals when the first load is removed and when a similar 
load is applied the second time. Applied loads that are smaller than the first load and 
that cause acoustic emission may be interpreted as defects in the material that has ap-
peared after the first loading. This is called the Felicity effect. The Felicity ratio Fr is 
defined as: [84; 85] 
𝐹𝑟 =
𝑃𝐴𝐸
𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙
           (3.1) 
where PAE is the loading where acoustic emission occurs and Pinitial is initial structure 
loading. If the Felicity ratio is equal to or larger than 1, new defects in a structure are 
not observed. If it is below 1, material degradation in some form has occurred between 
the loadings. The first loading can be done when the structure is first put to operation 
and the second one after a suitable period of time. If the Felicity ratio is found to be 
below 1, the structure may be decommissioned, repaired or at least inspected. The Kai-
ser effect is not applicable in this study, but it is an important concept in the acoustic 
emission technique. [84; 85] 
3.3 Acoustic emission wave propagation 
As the acoustic emission signal is defined as elastic waves in a solid material, the wave 
propagation and attenuation mechanics are important features to be studied. The form of 
a stress wave remains constant only in an infinite, isotropic, ideally elastic and homoge-
nous medium. In this type of medium, only two types of stress waves can exist; longitu-
dinal stress waves and transverse stress waves, also called as shear waves. In Figure 3.2, 
the differences between these two wave types are illustrated. [88; 89] 
 
Figure 3.2. The differences between longitudinal and transverse stress waves. 
Transverse waves are also called as shear waves. [90] 
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In the longitudinal wave the particle motion is either codirectional or opposite than the 
direction of wave propagation. In the transverse wave, the particle motion is perpen-
dicular to the direction of wave propagation. [89] 
The displacement vector 𝑢 of a propagating wave is defined as: [91] 
𝑢 = 𝑓(𝑥𝑝 − 𝑐𝑡)𝑑          (3.2) 
where f is the external force applied to the medium, 𝑥 is the position vector, 𝑝 and 𝑑 are 
unit vectors defining the movement direction, c is the speed of the propagating wave 
and t is time. The differential equation of motion for the displacement vector ?̅? is of the 
form: [91] 
𝜇𝐿∇
2𝑢 + (𝜆 + 𝜇𝐿)∇∇ ∙ 𝑢 = 𝜌?̈?        (3.3) 
where μL and λ are Lame’s elastic constants and ρm is the material density. ∇2 is the La-
place operator ∇ is the gradient operator and the Lame’s elastic constants are defined as: 
[91] 
𝜇𝐿 =
𝐸
2(1−𝜈)
           (3.4) 
and 
𝜆 =
𝐸𝜈
(1+𝜈)(1−2𝜈)
          (3.5) 
where E is the material Young’s modulus and ν is the material Poisson’s ratio. The solu-
tion of equation 3.3 gives as a result the velocities and types of the two aforementioned 
waves in the infinite, homogenous, isotropic and ideally elastic medium. The speed of 
the longitudinal wave is always larger than that of a transverse wave. The ratio between 
the velocities of the longitudinal wave and the transverse wave is: [91] 
𝐶𝐿
𝐶𝑇
= (
𝜆+2𝜇𝐿
𝜇𝐿
)
1
2
= [
2(1−𝜈)
1−2𝜈
]
1
2
         (3.6) 
where CL is the velocity of a longitudinal wave and CT is the velocity of a transverse 
wave. Equations 3.2 to 3.6 describe the wave motion in an ideal situation, which is not 
the case in practical acoustic emission measurement or in any real situation. When a 
free surface exists in the system, additional types of waves are observed. One example 
is the Rayleigh wave. 
The Rayleigh wave is a surface wave that travels in the boundary of a free surface and 
an elastic half-space. It is also strongly confined to the boundary. The displacement 
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caused by a Rayleigh wave decreases exponentially with the distance from the free sur-
face. The velocity of a Rayleigh wave can be approximated as: [91] 
𝐶𝑅 =
0.862+1.14𝜈
1+𝜈
𝐶𝑇          (3.7) 
where CR is the velocity of a Rayleigh wave. The wave velocities may be used to char-
acterize the types of waves traveling in a material. This is an important subject in acous-
tic emission theory and in characterizing the acoustic emission sources. However, this 
will not be further studied in this thesis, as the acoustic emission is not the main point of 
focus. 
3.4 Important features in acoustic emission signals 
Acoustic emission measurement devices do not generally store the complete waveform 
of the signal. The complete waveform signal takes about 1 GB/min of hard-disk space, 
depending on the sampling frequency, so it cannot be used in continuous surveillance 
for a long time [86]. It also takes relatively much computing time to post-process large 
amounts of raw data. This is why the raw data signal is pre-processed in continuous 
surveillance. According to Spanner et al. [87] following parameters are typically ex-
tracted from an acoustic emission signal: the emission event, event pulse count, event 
energy, signal amplitude, signal duration and signal rise time. 
The acoustic emission event is defined as an acoustic signal exceeding the threshold 
strength value once or multiple times, presumably originating from one single source. 
The event starts when the threshold value is exceeded and it ends when the signal am-
plitude goes below the threshold value for the last time. A typical burst type signal os-
cillates several times around zero with amplitude over the threshold value, reaching 
maximum amplitude and then diminishing to a value below the threshold. In Figure 3.3, 
the typical extracted parameters from a single acoustic emission event are presented. 
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Figure 3.3. Typical extracted parameters from an acoustic emission event. [92] 
For a continuous signal, the following features may be calculated from the signal data: 
root mean square value of the signal, frequency content of the signal and other statistical 
data that is needed. The root mean square (RMS) value of the signal means is calculated 
as the square root of the average of the squared values of the signal output voltage: 
𝑉𝑅𝑀𝑆 = √
1
𝑛𝑉
∑ 𝑉𝑖
2𝑛𝑉
𝑖=1          (3.8) 
where Vi is the output voltage of the signal and nV is the amount of measurement points 
in the signal to be analysed. The root mean square voltage can be used to calculate the 
electric power of a signal. The root mean square voltage of a signal corresponds to the 
actual signal source better than the average of the absolute amplitude values. Increase in 
the root mean square voltage corresponds to increase in the signal source strength. 
The frequency content of a signal is obtained with a Fourier transform, typically using 
the fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm. The FFT-analysis provides the amplitudes 
of each signal frequency. In an acoustic emission signal, one type of event typically 
emits a signal in a certain frequency range, so the frequency content may be used to 
classify the type of events occurring in the target material. 
The FFT-analysis allows the filtering of frequencies that are expected to be caused by 
noise coming from various sources. The disturbing noise may be from electromagnetic 
disturbances, from different kinds of frictional vibrations or from different flow phe-
nomena if there is a liquid flow in the sensor measurement area. Cavitation is normally 
considered as noise in an acoustic emission signal, but for this study, it is one of the 
signals to be studied. Acoustic emission events typically have a relatively high frequen-
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cy, so high-pass filtering may be used to exclude frequencies lower than those from the 
sources that are interesting for the study. 
3.5 Acoustic emission measurement 
The acoustic emission sensors are typically cylindrical and they have one electrical out-
put for the signal. They consist of a piezoelectric (PZT) element, a connector, housing 
and a wear-plate. The surface of the wear-plate is the one that touches the structure to be 
analysed and the piezoelectric element is the component that turns the surface move-
ment signal to electrical signal. The size of an acoustic emission sensor is of the order of 
some centimetres both in diameter and height. The typical and simplified structure of an 
acoustic emission sensor can be seen in Figure 3.4. 
 
Figure 3.4. The structure of an acoustic emission sensor. [93] 
Acoustic emission sensors may be classified into two main categories; resonance type 
sensors and broadband type sensors. A third acoustic emission measurement method is 
the laser surface displacement measurement method, but it will not be further discussed 
in this study. The resonance type sensor has one or several resonance frequencies to 
which the sensor sensitivity is higher than to other frequencies. The broadband type 
sensor has an approximately constant sensitivity in a large frequency range. The fre-
quency range and the resonance frequencies are sensor specific. [94] 
The resonance type sensor is used when there is an estimate for the frequency content of 
the expected signal and when the signal strength is relatively weak. A resonance type 
sensor captures small events in a certain frequency range, but it fails to capture separate 
events with significantly varying frequencies. The resonance frequency is dependent on 
the piezoelectric crystal mass and the sensor design. 
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The broadband type sensor is used when a large range of frequencies is expected and 
when the signal strength is strong enough to be detected with a smaller sensitivity than 
that of the resonance type sensors. If the signal strength decreases, for example because 
of a long distance to the signal source or because of material interfaces in the signal 
path, the broadband type sensor may not be sensitive enough to capture the events. The 
structure of a broadband sensor is effectively the same as that of the resonance type sen-
sor, the difference being that the broadband sensor is deliberately damped. 
The sensor frequency response may differ between sensors of the same type and same 
manufacturer. This is why all sensors need to be tested separately for their frequency 
response. The frequency response chart is used to calculate true signal strength from the 
acquired signal and it is typically provided with the sensor. The resonance frequencies 
show high amplitude peaks even if they are not actually the frequencies with the largest 
amplitude in the physical phenomenon. 
For the same sensor, signal strength may differ greatly with varying signal path. This is 
why a calibration is required for the comparability of signals. The acoustic emission 
sensors that are installed on a surface may be calibrated with several techniques. The 
goal with each technique is to create a reproducible signal in the target measurement 
area. With the knowledge from the calibration signal attenuation, the attenuation of the 
target measurement signal may be calculated. 
One way to calibrate an acoustic emission system is metal ball drop tests. Dropping a 
metal ball from a certain height creates a reproducible signal, if the force and contact 
time of the ball remain constant. This requires that the material the ball hits is the same 
between calibration measurements. The signal transmission from the ball drop to the 
sensor decreases the signal strength, so the signal amplitude may be used to compare the 
signal paths between tests. [94] 
Other possibility is to break something with a near-constant breaking behaviour on the 
sample. This may be for example a pencil lead or a glass capillary. The pencil lead 
break signal source is also called as the Hsu-Nielsen source, named after the developers 
of the testing method. It produces a short duration high amplitude peak and when it is 
done with the same lead type and same contact angle, the signal stays similar between 
tests. [87] 
The pencil lead break or the Hsu-Nielsen source is considered as a standardized method. 
It is done with a normal mechanical pencil. The lead that is used in the tests has a hard-
ness of 2H and a diameter of 0.5 mm. The tests are done with a constant lead length 
outside the mechanical pencil and with a constant contact angle. The lead length and 
contact angle are not standardized and they need to be chosen for each study separately. 
The aid of a support may be used to ensure a constant behaviour between lead break 
events. [87; 95] 
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4. EXPERIMENT SETUP 
4.1 Experiment goals 
The main goal of the experiments in this study was to define cavitation erosion re-
sistance of a steel type used in Francis turbine runner blades and to compare the re-
sistance to other materials. The secondary goal was to study if acoustic emission can be 
used to detect and characterize cavitation in the experimental setup. The sample materi-
al was from a decommissioned Francis turbine. 
Sample material cavitation erosion evolution was compared to equivalent results ob-
tained from earlier experiments. Further studies will be made with other turbine materi-
als. The experiments made with the PREVERO (prévision de l’érosion) loop high speed 
cavitation tunnel combined with material nanoindentation tests and compression tests 
can be used for advanced cavitation erosion testing and modelling. The use of acoustic 
emission has not been previously studied with the PREVERO cavitation tunnel. 
The material sample was cut from a Francis turbine runner blade. The turbine was used 
in the Imatra hydropower plant in south-eastern Finland. The Imatra power plan is run 
by Fortum Power and Heat Oy and the turbine in this study was decommissioned in 
2014. The Francis turbine in question was manufactured in the year 1930 and it was 
replaced with a stainless steel turbine. The turbine rated power was 21 MW, the rated 
head was 24 m, the rated discharge was 120 m
3
/s and the rotation speed was 125 rounds 
per minute. 
The interest to study such a material is that similar non-stainless steel turbines are still 
used in power plants. The comparison of cavitation erosion resistance with the stainless 
steel turbine materials is useful as steel can be used as a reference material. In further 
studies, similar experiments will be conducted for at least two different stainless steels 
used in modern turbines. 
4.2 Sample preparation 
One sample for cavitation tests and 11 small samples for material characterization were 
prepared for this study. The samples used in the PREVERO device are 10 cm diameter 
disks with a 2 cm thickness and they have a screw thread for mounting. For this study, 
an additional screw thread was added to the samples for acoustic emission sensor 
mounting. Figure 4.1 shows the dimensions and surface requirements of the samples. 
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Figure 4.1. Cavitation erosion test sample details. [96] 
As seen in Figure 4.1, the sample surface needs to be well polished to remove any hard-
ening that is left from machining the samples, especially if the incubation period is to be 
studied. Too high surface roughness might cause difficulties in pit counting, as the cavi-
tation pits may be of the same magnitude as of the roughness. The screw thread in Fig-
ure 4.1 is used for sample mounting. The acoustic emission sensor used in this study 
was situated 24.5 mm from the centre and it was mounted with the use of a waveguide 
that had screw fixing. 
The samples were cut and prepared in an external company. The level of polishing 
reached by the external company was not sufficient, so the samples were further pol-
ished in SIMaP (Science et Ingénierie des Matériaux et Procédés) laboratory. The sam-
ples were polished with rotating polishing machines using successive diamond pastes. 
The final superpolishing stage was reached using a 0.03 µm grain colloidal silica sus-
pension and a polishing paper. A mirror type surface was reached. 
The 11 small samples used for nanoindentation tests, compression tests and Split Hop-
kinson pressure bar (SHPB) tests were cylinders with 8 mm diameter and 8 mm height. 
Five samples were used in the nanoindentation tests and the compression tests and six 
samples were used in the SHPB tests. The samples for nanoindentation tests and com-
pression tests were polished up to the same surface roughness as the cavitation erosion 
testing samples. The polished surface was found to be more uniform than in the cavita-
tion samples. This was because the sample size affects the difficulty of the polishing. 
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4.3 PREVERO high speed cavitation tunnel 
The PREVERO high speed cavitation tunnel is a cavitation erosion study apparatus sit-
uated in the LEGI (Laboratoire des Ecoulements Géophysiques et Industriels) laborato-
ry. The laboratory is situated in the university campus area of Saint-Martin d’Hères, 
France. In Chapter 4.3, the operation of the PREVERO cavitation tunnel is presented. 
4.3.1 Machine operation 
In the PREVERO cavitation tunnel, pressurized water is circulated through a test sec-
tion by a centrifugal pump. The water circulates from a water tank to a heat exchanger 
and to the pump. The pump circulates water through measurements of flow rate, pres-
sure difference, absolute pressure and temperature. The water goes through the test sec-
tion and back to the water tank. Differential pressure is measured over the test section. 
The test loop is visualised as a flow chart in Figure 4.2 and the test section is visualised 
in Figure 4.3. 
 
Figure 4.2. Basic operation principle of the PREVERO cavitation tunnel. The 
arrows depict the flow direction. Downstream is defined to be after the test sec-
tion until the pump and upstream is defined to be after the pump until the test 
section. 
PREVERO cavitation tunnel is operated with a constant temperature, as close to room 
temperature as the heat exchanger is able to sustain. According to Franc et al. [6], a typ-
ical temperature rise is of the order of 0.5 °C for a 5 hour run in the test loop. For a long 
duration test, the temperature may raise up to 5 °C. The pump is located well below the 
test section to avoid cavitation in it. The downstream pressure is controlled by a pressur-
ization bottle with nitrogen as the pressuring gas. The upstream pressure is controlled 
by varying the pump rotation speed with a frequency transformer. 
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The test section consists of a 16 mm diameter nozzle, pointed towards the material sam-
ple. After the nozzle, the test section converges radially in a channel that is 2.5 mm 
wide. It has four flow collection pipes in the end of the radial section. The test sample is 
a cylinder with a 100 mm radius and a 19.5 mm thickness, with screw mounting for the 
sample holder. The sample holder has small screws to adjust the sample in the right 
plane in the test section. The holder is fixed to the test section and the cavitation tunnel 
with eight bolts. 
The sample is situated in the middle of the radial section so that the high velocity flow 
from the nozzle hits the sample and forms a stagnation flow that expands radially. The 
machine is operated so that the flow in the nozzle is non-cavitating and the cavitation 
inception happens in the beginning of the radial section. The test section is illustrated in 
Figure 4.3. 
 
Figure 4.3. PREVERO cavitation tunnel test section details. [6] 
The highest velocity and the lowest static pressure are located in the point where the 
flow cross section area is smallest. This point is in the beginning of the radial section 
after the stagnation point in the middle. From the cavitation inception point, an oscillat-
ing sheet cavity is formed. The sheet cavity is of the type that creates cloud cavities, 
described in Chapter 2.4.2. The cloud shedding frequency of the PREVERO device is 
unknown. 
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Equation 4.1 shows the ratio between the nozzle area and the area in the beginning of 
the radial section: 
𝐴𝑛𝑜𝑧𝑧𝑙𝑒
𝐴𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑙
=
𝜋(
𝑑𝑛𝑜𝑧𝑧𝑙𝑒
2
)2
𝜋𝑑𝑛𝑜𝑧𝑧𝑙𝑒𝑦𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑙
=
𝑑𝑛𝑜𝑧𝑧𝑙𝑒
4𝑦𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑙
=
16𝑚𝑚
4∗2.5𝑚𝑚
= 1.6     (4.1) 
Assuming that the compressibility effects are negligible and using the mass conserva-
tion law, the average velocity in the beginning of the radial section is 1.6 times the aver-
age velocity in the nozzle. The lowest pressure in the test section appears in the begin-
ning of the radial section, it being the point where cavitation bubbles form. Average 
pressure increases downstream in the test section and cavitation closure occurs at a 
point downstream. The point of cavitation closure stays constant with a constant cavita-
tion number. With a cavitation number 0.9, which is the typical operation cavitation 
number, cavitation closure and maximum damage occurs between radial distances of 19 
mm to 32 mm from the centreline. [6] 
4.3.2 Measurement parameters 
The upstream and downstream pressures are controlled to increase or decrease flow 
velocity in the nozzle and in the test section. The aggressiveness of the cavitating flow 
is increased with increasing upstream pressure. The maximum value for the upstream 
pressure in the device is 4 MPa, which corresponds to a cavity velocity of around 90 
m/s [39]. 
The length of a typical experiment varies greatly with operation parameters and material 
characteristics. A weak material in terms of cavitation, such as some rubbers, may be 
tested for several minutes or even less. A strong material in terms of cavitation, such as 
many steels or metal alloys, may be tested for several hours before damage is visible. If 
the test is continued up to the mass loss period, the testing times for a strong material 
may be even up to 150 hours. For almost any test, the erosion profiles are measured 
several times during the duration of the test, requiring mounting and dismounting of the 
sample. 
The operating parameters of the cavitation tunnel are derived from the cavitation num-
ber, which is set to be around 0.9. The parameters have certain tolerances, so the values 
are not exactly the same between tests. Appendix 1 is the measurement log of the oper-
ating parameters in this study. The operating values for non-cavitating region measure-
ments and cavitating region measurements are in the measurement log. The upstream 
pressure has a maximum fluctuation of 0.2 bars in this study and the cavitation number 
has a maximum fluctuation of 0.005. The maximum temperature rise during a 4-hour 
test was 4.6 ºC. 
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PREVERO device damages the sample surface axisymmetrically, with a ring shaped 
erosion pattern. In the beginning of the tests, the erosion consists of plastic deformation 
pits, as explained in Chapters 2.3.1 and 2.5.1 and as the tests go on, the erosion devel-
ops towards an increasingly ruptured surface, as explained in Chapters 2.3.2, 2.5.2, 
2.5.3 and 2.5.4. The surface is generally analysed with a contact profilometer and for 
incubation tests, the pits are counted from the profilometer data. For mass loss tests, the 
mass loss can be calculated from volume loss and material density. 
The values of interest are the incubation time T or the coverage time τ, the mean depth 
of penetration rate MDPR, mass loss or volume loss evolution and other values and rela-
tions derived from these values. The incubation time may be calculated with a pitting 
test for a virgin surface, in which the sample is subjected to cavitation for a short period. 
The mean depth of penetration rate may be calculated from measured surface profiles 
with an averaging procedure over the eroded surface. 
The pitting tests are generally used more to evaluate flow aggressiveness and the ero-
sion evolution tests more to define material cavitation resistance, although they are gen-
erally related to each other. Soyama and Futakawa [16] developed a model to predict 
incubation time with post-incubation measurements for a liquid mercury vessel used in 
a spallation neutron source and Karimi and Franc [46] proposed a model to predict 
steady-state erosion rate with incubation time and some material characteristics, as de-
scribed in Chapter 2.5.2. 
4.4 Surface profile measurement 
The sample surface was analysed using a Taylor-Hobson model Form Talysurf 50 con-
tact profilometer. The profilometer characteristics are listed in Table 4.1. 
Table 4.1. Profilometer characteristics. 
Maximum resolution, y-direction 1 μm 
Maximum resolution, x-direction 0.5 μm 
Resolution, z-direction 3.2 nm 
Profilometer tip 
90º conical tip ending with a 2 μm radius 
sphere 
 
The profilometer data output is in Cartesian coordinates. x-direction corresponds to the 
radial direction of the sample, y-direction corresponds to the other planar direction on 
the surface and z-direction corresponds to the varying depth. 
The sample surface profile in the maximum erosion area was measured after each test-
ing period. The circular sample surface was divided into four equal parts by two lines 
passing through the centre of the circle. The erosion was studied in four directions start-
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ing from the centre point: 1: the 0º, 2: the 90º, 3: the 180º and 4: the 270º line. The ori-
entations are visible in the sample photographs in Chapter 5.3.1. The surface profile was 
always measured along these four lines. For all four lines, five lines with a 1 μm differ-
ence in the y-direction were measured to exclude possible problems with dust or meas-
urement errors. The five lines close to each other were averaged for the volume loss and 
erosion depth analysis of the sample. 
The surface profile was always measured along the same lines on the sample surface. 
The profile was measured from 8.5 mm to 38.5 mm in the radial direction from the 
sample. 60001 measurement points were taken from the 30 mm distance, so the x-
resolution was 0.5 μm. The y-direction was measured from -2 μm position to +2 μm 
position in five lines so the y-resolution was 1 μm. 
In the incubation period, surface profiles were also measured with more lines in the y-
direction to create a continuous surface profile. The surface was always measured 
around line 3 and the area was 2 mm x 6 mm. In both directions, the maximum resolu-
tion was used so in the x-direction, there were 12001 measurement points and in the Y-
direction, there were 2001 measurement points. Figure 4.4 is the surface profile ob-
tained from the sample after 2 minutes of cavitation erosion. 
 
Figure 4.4. Sample surface after 2 minutes of cavitation erosion in the PRE-
VERO cavitation tunnel. 
In Figure 4.4, five or six pits are detectable. These pits may be assumed to be caused by 
single cavitation bubble collapses. The incubation period surface profiles could be used 
for pit counting and incubation period characterization. Pit diameter, volume and count 
can be calculated with MATLAB, using a specific code. From the pit counting, the pit-
ting rate may be calculated. The pitting rate is defined as: 
𝑃𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 =
𝑃𝑖𝑡𝑠
𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎∗𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒
         (4.2) 
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The pit radius and depth are not constants so the pitting rate does not give all infor-
mation for the incubation time calculation. The pit count method was not used in this 
study, as the erosion evolution was the main focus. The pit count method will be applied 
in further study and it may be used in material cavitation response modelling. Roy [8; 9] 
applied this method to calculate single bubble collapse pressures by using an inverse 
finite element method. 
4.5 Acoustic emission measurement 
As already mentioned in Chapter 4.2, the acoustic emission sensor was mounted to the 
material sample with the use of a waveguide, because the sensor could not be fitted di-
rectly to the sample surface. The acoustic emission measurement was planned not to 
interact with the normal PREVERO cavitation tunnel test procedure. The goal of the 
setup was to capture acoustic emission signals originating from cavitation impacts and 
material deformation and to attempt to identify different stages and characteristics of 
cavitation erosion. 
4.5.1 Measurement setup 
The acoustic emission sensor was a cylinder of a 20 mm diameter and of height between 
16 mm and 20 mm depending on the manufacturer, with an electric output in its side 
and containing a piezoelectric crystal. Several sensors with different frequency respons-
es were used in the experiments to find the best one for the present study. The sensor 
cannot be mounted directly to the surface of the material sample because of the physical 
space limitations of the sample holder. The sample holder had a 16 mm hole for instru-
mentation located 24.5 mm in the radial distance from its centre. 
The waveguide was a metal rod attached to a plastic sensor container. The waveguide 
was fixed to the material sample with a M8 screw thread and the sensor was fixed to the 
other end of the metal rod with a spring load. The metal rod had a total length of 110.9 
mm the length of the M8 screw thread was 9.2 mm. The rod diameter was 12.0 mm. 
The length of the part of the rod outside the plastic container may be adjusted. Fixing 
the waveguide to the sensor and the material sample requires grease to reduce signal 
weakening in all the interfaces in the signal path. 
The signal from the sensor was amplified by a Brüel & Kjær AE preamplifier Type 
2637 with three possible filters; linear, 200 kHz and 800 kHz. The linear filter can be 
used in any tests, the 200 kHz filter is suitable for the Brüel & Kjær sensor type 8313 
and the 800 kHz filter is suitable for the sensor type 8314 [97]. The 200 kHz filter was 
also used with the Fujicera 1045S sensor. From the amplifier, the signal goes through a 
power source and to a data acquisition unit. 
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The data acquisition unit was an IOtech WaveBook/512 12-bit 1 MHz data acquisition 
system and it was connected to a computer with a parallel cable. The data was processed 
with the IOtech WaveView data handling program. The data may be further analysed 
with most programs able to handle numerical data. The data acquired is raw signal data. 
In this study, the HBM nCode program was used to post-process the signals. The key 
parameters derived from the signal data are listed and explained in results in Chapter 5. 
The first cavitation erosion experiments in the PREVERO cavitation tunnel proved that 
the signal strength from the sensor and preamplifier was too high. This signal overflow 
meant that the results from the first measurements were not useful and that a method to 
decrease the amplitude had to be applied. An additional resistance unit was placed be-
tween the preamplifier power source and the data acquisition unit. The resistance unit 
has four options: 18 kΩ, 67 kΩ, 118 kΩ and 550 kΩ resistances. The acoustic emission 
test setup is presented in Figure 4.5. 
 
Figure 4.5. Acoustic emission measurement setup with the sample and the sam-
ple holder. 
In Figure 4.5, the signal path may be observed. The area in the sample that is not rusty 
is the area where cavitation erosion is the strongest. The cavitation bubbles collapse 
throughout the flow cross-section so all of them do not damage the surface. The bubble 
collapses that cause material damage were expected to produce a significantly larger 
signal than those collapses which do not damage the sample. 
The signal travels through the sample and the first interface is the waveguide mounting. 
The interface has metal to metal contact and metal to grease to metal contact. After that, 
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the signal travels through the waveguide. In the end of the waveguide is the sensor, also 
coupled with grease to decrease signal attenuation. 
4.5.2 Sensor characteristics 
Several sensors were used and tested in the experiments. The sensors were tested in the 
beginning of the tests in this study and the most suitable was chosen for the remaining 
measurements. The sensors and their characteristics are listed in Table 4.2. Only two of 
the sensors, the Brüel & Kjær type 8313 and the Fujicera type 1045S were used and 
tested for the cavitation tests. 
Table 4.2. Acoustic emission sensor characteristics. 
Sensor manu-
facturer 
Brüel & Kjær Brüel & Kjær Fujicera PAC 
Sensor type 8313 8314 1045S A3-1668 
Serial No. 1689484 1760758 0730 - 
Reference 
sensitivity at 
(°C) 
23 24   
Resonance 
frequency 
(kHz) 
220 960 - 30 
Frequency 
range (kHz) 
  200-1300 15-55 
Voltage sensi-
tivity (dB, 0 
dB=1V/m/s) 
64 37 51±3 83 
Frequency 
response in 
Fig. 
4.1 4.1 4.2 - 
 
The frequency responses for each of the sensors are presented in Figures 4.6 and 4.7.  
The frequency response for the PAC A3 sensor was left out from the study as its best 
sensitivity is with frequencies under 100 kHz, which is below the expected important 
frequencies from the acoustic emission testing. For this reason, the sensor was not tested 
for use in the experiments. 
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Figure 4.6. Frequency responses for the Brüel & Kjær 8313 and 8314 AE-
sensors. [98] 
 
 
Figure 4.7. Frequency response for the Fujicera 1045S AE-sensor. [99] 
The frequency response charts show the difference in the sensor types. The Fujicera 
1045S sensor has a flat frequency response and the others have higher sensitivities in 
either one or several frequencies. The Fujicera 1045S sensor may be classified as a 
broad bandwidth sensor and the other sensors as resonance type sensors. 
The data acquisition unit is only able to process frequencies up to 500 kHz. The Brüel & 
Kjær 8313 sensor was first used in the test, but later on the sensor was changed to Fu-
jicera 1045S. The initial reason to change the sensor was the problems with signal over-
flow, though the change did not solve this problem. However, the Fujicera 1045S sensor 
was still used because of its flat frequency response. The flat response makes it easier to 
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analyse the frequency domain results and the signal strength from the tests is strong 
enough for a flat frequency response sensor. 
The Brüel & Kjær 8314 sensor was left out from the tests because its high sensitivity 
region starts from frequencies around 500 kHz, which is at the upper limit of the data 
acquisition unit capacity. For a data acquisition unit with a higher frequency range, the 
Brüel & Kjær 8314 sensor could be used. 
4.6 Material characterization tests 
The material used in this study was tested for basic material characteristics in addition 
to the cavitation tests. Nanoindentation and compression tests were conducted on the 
material to define the low strain rate stress-strain curves. Nanoindentation results are 
considered to correlate better with cavitation impact results, as the cavitation impacts 
affect only a small area [8; 100; 101]. Compression tests were conducted to verify the 
results obtained from the nanoindentation tests and to evaluate material strain rate sensi-
tivity when combined with the Split Hopkinson pressure bar (SPHB). 
The material characterization was initially done to be able to predict erosion evolution 
with equation 2.27. This proved to be too complicated for this study, as it requires more 
material data and possibly finite element calculation for the mean amplitude of impact 
stresses. This approach was left for further study and the material properties were used 
to material classification. The results were also compared with material properties from 
the previous materials tested in the PREVERO cavitation tunnel. The material proper-
ties were compared to the cavitation erosion resistance for the tested material and the 
compared materials. 
4.6.1 Material density 
The material density was calculated from the physical dimensions of two of the small 
cylindrical samples. The sample height and diameter was measured with an electronic 
caliper with the accuracy of 0.01 mm. The sample mass was measured using a scale 
with the accuracy of 0.1 mg. The density was calculated to be about 7800 kg/m
3
. 
4.6.2 Compression tests 
Macroscopic compression tests were conducted with a compression device in the 
SIMaP laboratories. The compression tests were conducted with three different strain 
rates for three small material samples. The samples were cylinders with 8 mm diameter 
and 8 mm height, as already described in Chapter 4.2. The measurement parameters are 
listed in Table 4.3. 
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Table 4.3. Compression test measurement parameters. 
Test Nº Sample 
initial di-
ameter 
(mm) 
Sample 
initial 
height 
(mm) 
Strain rate ?̇? 
(1/s) 
Maximum 
force (kN) 
Data ac-
quisition 
frequency 
(Hz) 
Sample 
height after 
compres-
sion (mm) 
1 8.20 7.71 7.795·10
-4 
75 10 4.17 
2 8.24 7.78 10
-2 
75 100 4.30 
3 8.20 7.79 1 75 6144 4.10 
 
The stress-strain curves from each strain rate were compared to observe differences. 
The strain rates in the compression tests were from 3 to 6 orders of magnitude lower 
than those of the split Hopkinson pressure bar tests. The results from each of these tests 
were also compared with the nanoindentation results. 
As the sample deforms in a compression test, the contact area to the compressing piston 
does not remain constant. The data output of the compression test machine used in this 
test is the force in function of displacement. The zero point of displacement is the dis-
placement where the compressing piston touches the sample. Stress is defined as: 
𝜎 =
𝐹
𝑆𝑐
            (4.3) 
where F is the force applied to the sample and Sc is the actual contact area of the applied 
force. As the sample material is steel, it may be assumed that its density and therefore 
its volume remain practically constant during the compression test. Also the shape of 
the sample was observed to remain near constant. There is some visible barrelling of the 
sample, but it was considered negligible. Barrelling is the effect of the sample cross 
section area to be increased more in the middle of the sample than in the edges of the 
sample. Figure 4.8 is the photograph of a non-compressed sample and a compressed 
sample. 
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Figure 4.8. Photograph of a non-compressed sample and a compressed sample. 
In Figure 4.8, the compressed sample is already removed from the compression test 
device. The barrelling effect may be seen but it is small compared to the total volume of 
the sample. As the shape may be assumed to remain cylindrical and the material density 
to be constant, the volume of the sample remains constant: 
𝑆𝑐,𝑜𝐿0 = 𝑆𝑐𝐿           (4.4) 
and 
𝑆𝑐 =
𝑆𝑐,0𝐿0
𝐿
= 𝑆𝑐,0
𝐿0
𝐿0+𝑑
         (4.5) 
where Sc,0 is the initial non-compressed sample contact area, L0 is the initial sample 
height and d is the displacement. For compression, the displacement d is a negative val-
ue and for traction, it is a positive value. Equation 4.3 combined with equation 4.5 gives 
the equation for the true stress in compression and in traction testing: 
𝜎𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 =
𝐹
𝑆0
(1 +
𝑑
𝐿0
)          (4.6) 
As the displacement d is negative for compression testing, the true stress is always 
smaller than the so called engineering stress F/S0. Strain is defined in equation 2.15. The 
general equation for strain does not give the true strain in a compression test or in a trac-
tion test with large deformation. The strain in infinitesimal form may be written as: 
𝑑𝜀 =
𝑑𝐿
𝐿
           (4.7) 
By integrating equation 4.7 over the strain distance, true strain is obtained: 
𝜀𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 = ∫ 𝑑𝜀
𝐿
𝐿0
= ∫
𝑑𝐿
𝐿
𝐿
𝐿0
= ln (
𝐿
𝐿0
) = ln (
𝐿0+𝑑
𝐿0
) = ln (1 +
𝑑
𝐿0
)    (4.8) 
The term d/L0 is called the engineering strain. For compression testing, d is negative so 
the values for true strain and engineering strain are also negative. 
From the compression test output values, it is possible to calculate the values of true 
stress and true strain and to plot the true stress in function of true strain. Figure 4.9 is an 
example of such a curve. 
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Figure 4.9. True stress in function of true strain from the compression test with 
a strain rate of 10
-2
 1/s. The curve begins from zero loading and the load is in-
creased up to 75 kN load. After this, the load is discharged. This corresponds to 
the curve data after the maximum true stress. 
The curves from the compression tests had some errors in the beginning of the compres-
sions, probably due to sample surface inequalities. These inequalities lead to uneven 
loading in the beginning and to values of Young’s modulus that are lower than literature 
values. The Young’s modulus is defined as the slope of the linear part of either the 
charge or discharge curve. 
The yield stress was determined visually from the true stress-true strain curves as the 
stress value in the point where the linear part of the charge part of the curve ends. The 
visual method is not the most accurate but as the beginning of the curve was faulty due 
to the inequalities in the sample surface, there was no better option available. The 
Young’s moduli were calculated from the slope of the discharge curves, though the val-
ues were not considered to be reliable. 
4.6.3 Nanoindentation tests 
A single cavitation collapse affects only a small area of a surface. The area is small 
enough for the collapse pressure to attack only a single phase in a surface that has mul-
tiple phases. Grain structures and grain boundaries have different material properties. A 
material in a cavitation field is thereby mostly eroded in the weakest grain structure. 
This is why nanoindentation test results correlate better with cavitation erosion results 
than those of macroscopic compression tests. 
The nanoindentation tests were conducted with a MTS Nano Indenter XP in the SIMaP 
laboratories. The tests were conducted with a spherical indenter of 9.46 μm radius and 
Evolution of 
time 
Discharge 
Charge 
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with two different indent depths, 1 μm and 2 μm. The indenter was a single crystal dia-
mond indenter with a Young’s modulus of 1141 GPa and a Poisson’s ratio of 0.07. 
A testing matrix of 10x10 indents for the 1 μm depth and a testing matrix of 10x3 in-
dents for the 2 μm depth were used. For both the indent depths, the distance between the 
indents was 40 µm. Only the results from the 2 μm tests were used in the material char-
acterization as the 1 μm depth was not sufficient to pierce the oxide layer that had 
formed on the sample surface. If the oxide layer is not penetrated, the measurement rep-
resents the material properties of the oxide layer, not the actual material. The spherical 
indenter is used in the tests because its shape resembles the shape of a cavitation load 
[100]. 
The pits were photographed using an optical microscope with a magnification up to 100 
times. The photographs were used to analyse the surface grain structure of the material 
and to verify that there are pits in both of the observed surface phases. The photographs 
could also be used to analyse the material properties, though for this study, this ap-
proach was left out. Nanoindenter output data is in the form of load in the function of 
displacement. The nanoindenter is normally used with a conical tip, so the ready calcu-
lated output material properties were not useful when using a spherical tip. For the 
spherical indenter used in this study, the shape of the load-displacement curve is as in 
Figure 4.10. 
 
Figure 4.10. An example of a load-displacement curve obtained from the 
nanoindentation tests. 
In Figure 4.10, the linear function with the slope S is obtained by a linear fit to four or 
five first points in the discharge section. The discharge section is after the maximum 
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load in the load-displacement curve. The load-displacement data and the curve fit were 
made using Microsoft Excel in this study. The slope S is defined as: [102]  
𝑆 =
2
√𝜋
𝐸𝑟√𝐴(ℎ)          (4.9) 
where Er is the reduced Young’s modulus and A(h) is the projected contact area in func-
tion of compression height h. The reduced Young’s modulus Er is defined as: [103] 
1
𝐸𝑟
=
1−𝜈2
𝐸
+
1−𝜈𝑖𝑛𝑑
2
𝐸𝑖𝑛𝑑
          (4.10) 
where ν is the material Poisson’s ratio, E is the material Young’s modulus, νind is the 
indenter Poisson’s ratio and Eind is the indenter Young’s modulus. In the sample used in 
this study, two different surface phases with different Young’s moduli were observed. 
The actual indenter contact area is not exactly the area that a perfect sphere assumption 
would propose. The indenter deforms during loading and the sphericity is never perfect 
for a physical object. The test material surface experiences piling up or sinking in, so 
that the contact area is either bigger than or smaller than the contact area that is calcu-
lated without taking this effect into account. The actual contact area may be calculated 
by modelling the indenter tip and the indenting load and by using a finite element solv-
er. In this study, this method was not applied. 
The approximate Young’s moduli were calculated with the spherical assumption. With 
the assumption, the Young’s modulus is calculated by combining equations 4.9 and 
4.10: 
𝐸 = (1 − 𝜈2)(
2
√𝜋
√𝐴(ℎ)
𝑆
−
1−𝜈𝑖𝑛𝑑
2
𝐸𝑖𝑛𝑑
)−1       (4.11) 
The projected contact area in function of height with the perfectly spherical indenter is: 
𝐴(ℎ) = 𝜋(2𝑟ℎ − ℎ2)         (4.12) 
where r is the sphere radius. Equation 4.12 was calculated from sphere geometry. 
The reduced Young’s moduli from the two separate phases may be compared by divid-
ing S1 by S2: 
𝑆1
𝑆2
=
2
√𝜋
𝐸𝑟1√𝐴(ℎ)1
2
√𝜋
𝐸𝑟2√𝐴(ℎ)2
≈
𝐸𝑟1
𝐸𝑟2
         (4.13) 
The contact area is not exactly the same for the indents between the different surface 
phases of the material. It is though assumed as constant as the Young’s moduli for the 
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different phases are expected to be relatively close to each other. Combining equation 
4.5 with equation 4.2, the relation between the reduced Young’s moduli is: 
𝐸𝑅1
𝐸𝑅2
=
(
𝐴
𝐸1
+𝐵)
−1
(
𝐴
𝐸2
+𝐵)
−1 =
(
𝐴
𝐸2
+𝐵)
(
𝐴
𝐸1
+𝐵)
         (4.14) 
where 
𝐴 = 1 − 𝜈2           (4.15) 
and 
𝐵 =
1−𝜈𝑖𝑛𝑑
2
𝐸𝑖𝑛𝑑
           (4.16) 
𝐸𝑅1
𝐸𝑅2
𝐴
𝐸1
+
𝐸𝑅1
𝐸𝑅2
𝐵 =
𝐴
𝐸2
+ 𝐵         (4.17) 
1
𝐸1
= (
𝐸𝑅1
𝐸𝑅2
)
−1
(
1
𝐸2
+
𝐵
𝐴
(1 −
𝐸𝑅1
𝐸𝑅2
))        (4.18) 
and 
𝐸1 = (
𝐸𝑅1
𝐸𝑅2
) (
1
𝐸2
+
𝐵
𝐴
(1 −
𝐸𝑅1
𝐸𝑅2
))
−1
= (
𝐸𝑅1
𝐸𝑅2
) (
1
𝐸2
+
1−𝜈𝑖𝑛𝑑
2
𝐸𝑖𝑛𝑑
1−𝜈2
(1 −
𝐸𝑅1
𝐸𝑅2
))
−1
   (4.19) 
Equation 4.19 gives the Young’s modulus E1 in the function of E2, if the ratio between 
slopes S1 and S2 is known. Parameters A and B are used only to reduce the amount of 
parameters during calculation. 
The indentation curve and the shapes of the indents may be used to calculate the Lud-
wik equation type stress relationship presented in equation 2.21. This was, however, not 
done for this study as it requires finite element calculation, which was beyond the scope 
of this thesis. The nanoindentation tests were conducted to identify the surface phases of 
the sample material and to address the situation of having surface phases with different 
mechanical properties. 
4.6.4 Split Hopkinson pressure bar tests 
The Split Hopkinson pressure bar test is a method to conduct compression or traction 
testing with a high strain rate. A Split Hopkinson pressure bar (SHPB) test may have 
strain rates in the order of 10
3
 1/s. Strain rate has an effect on the material stress-strain 
behaviour, as described in Chapters 2.1.5 and 2.3.2. 
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The SPHB testing device consists of two long and symmetric bars, structures to hold 
these bars aligned, a propulsion device with a strike bar, a momentum trap and strain 
gauges. The sample is placed between the long bars and the bars have strain gauges in-
stalled on them. The propulsion device may use for example compressed gas to create a 
high velocity to the strike bar that hits the first long bar called the incident bar. The in-
cident bar hits the sample and the sample hits the second bar called the transmitter bar. 
The transmitter bar hits the momentum trap. In Figure 4.11, the schematics of a typical 
SHPB test device are presented. [104] 
 
Figure 4.11. Schematics of a typical SHPB test device. [105] 
The strain gauges measure the incident wave, transmitted wave and reflected wave. 
These waves are elastic waves traveling through the solid bars. These waves may be 
used to calculate the stress-strain behaviour of the sample material. In this thesis, the 
calculation will not be studied in detail as it is not the main focus. Also, the SHPB tests 
were made by another researcher than the author of this thesis, so the results were used 
as given. [104] 
The SHPB tests in this study were carried out in Tampere University of Technology. 
They were made with three samples identical to the samples used in the compression 
tests and with a maximum strain rate of about 2200 1/s. The true stress-true strain curve 
of a SHPB test is quite similar in shape than that of the compression tests. The curves 
are presented in Chapter 5.2.4.  
Young’s modulus is not extractable from the stress-strain curves as the strain rate is not 
constant in the sections that would be the section to extract the Young’s modulus in 
conventional compression or in traction testing. Yield stress is possible to extract from 
the SHPB data. A linear fit may be applied for the plastic part and for the elastic part of 
the true stress-true strain curve. The stress value in the intersection of these two linear 
equations may be considered as the yield stress of the material. 
4.7 Alternative cavitation erosion testing setups 
Cavitation erosion may be tested in various ways, depending on the problem and test 
equipment. Hydrofoils or other structures are tested in different types of flow tunnels, 
but the basic cavitation erosion testing is often done with two standardized methods, the 
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ASTM G32 vibratory cavitation apparatus and the ASTM G134 cavitating jet apparatus. 
Different versions of non-standardized rotational disk devices have also been widely 
used. The PREVERO cavitation tunnel and similar test setups are also used to study 
cavitation erosion. These four testing methods prove similar results, but with signifi-
cantly varying magnitude. This proves that cavitation erosion is highly dependent on the 
flow conditions and the test setups. This chapter presents three optional testing setups. 
4.7.1 ASTM G32 vibratory cavitation apparatus 
The ASTM G32 vibratory cavitation apparatus is a relatively small and simple way to 
do cavitation erosion testing. The apparatus consists of a vibrating horn that is sub-
merged into a tank filled with liquid, with the test sample either fixed in the horn or 
placed below it. The method was first standardized in 1998 and similar methods were 
already used before. Zhou and Hammitt [74] conducted experiments with a similar test 
setup before the standardization of the method, obtaining results to predict erosion rates 
from different material characteristics. Okada et al. [106] found a linear relation be-
tween impact loads and cavitation damage both with a vibratory device and a Venturi 
test channel. 
The horn vibrates with a relatively high frequency, leading to large accelerations in the 
fluid adjacent to the horn. With a sufficiently high frequency, local pressure drops be-
low the saturated vapour pressure or more accurately, the critical value of pressure for 
cavitation inception. The local pressure rises after the low pressure phase, leading to 
bubbles collapsing near the sample material. 
The ASTM G32 device vibrates with a 20 kHz frequency and with a horn tip motion A’ 
of 25 μm. The vibration provokes a sinusoidal type pressure field: [39] 
𝑝 = 𝜌𝑙𝑐𝑙?̇? = −2𝜋𝑓𝜌𝑙𝑐𝑙𝐴′𝑠𝑖𝑛(2𝜋𝑓𝑡)       (4.20) 
where cl is the speed of sound in liquid, ρl is the liquid density and f is the vibrating fre-
quency. For water, the amplitude factor 2πfρlclA’ is 47 MPa, so at ambient pressure the 
critical values for cavitation inception are easily reached. The cavitation forms as a 
cloud cavity around the vibrating horn. The cloud cavitation in an ASTM G32 device is 
relatively aggressive and the typical time intervals between mass measurements are 
from seconds to several minutes. [18; 39] 
Hattori and Nakao [11] observed the removed particles to study erosion mechanisms in 
an ASTM G32 device. Hattori et al. [12], Hattori and Ishikura [14] and Hattori and Kit-
agawa [13] conducted experiments with the device and created a database of different 
materials, comparing their erosion characteristics. Karabenciov et al. [107] compared 
erosion results for stainless steels with variable chromium and nickel content, though 
apparently they used an ASTM G32 device with a frequency and amplitude varying 
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from the standard values. The ASTM G32 device was used by Kendrick et al. [108] to 
compare erosion rates of polymers, elastomers, composite materials and metals for the 
use of the naval industry. 
Karimi and Avellan [18] studied the differences between cavitation test methods. They 
tested a two-dimensional Francis turbine model, a water tunnel, a vortex cavitation gen-
erator (rotational disk device) and a vibratory cavitation apparatus. According to their 
study, the vortex cavitation generator and the other hydrodynamic cavitation test setups 
provide results that represent real flow situations better than a vibratory cavitation appa-
ratus. The erosion in a vibratory cavitation apparatus develops uniformly over the sur-
face, having a long incubation time in terms of collapse cycles. [18; 109] 
4.7.2 ASTM G134 cavitating liquid jet 
The ASTM G134 cavitating liquid jet consists of a pressurized test loop with a nozzle 
providing high speed liquid flow in a test section that is also filled with liquid. The high 
speed jet is directed towards the material sample to be tested. Cavitation is created in the 
shear layer between the high speed liquid flow and the stationary liquid. The bubbles 
collapse near the sample material, leading to cavitation erosion. The cavitating flow has 
structures with a relatively high vorticity, leading also to vortex cavitation, which is 
discussed in Chapter 2.4.3. [39] 
The pressure levels in the ASTM G134 setup can be controlled and tests may be done 
with constant or variable cavitation number. The upstream jet pressure may be as high 
as 300 MPa and the downstream pressure may be ambient pressure or something be-
tween 0.1 MPa and 2 MPa [39]. 
The nozzle geometry may be varied from the standard geometry to produce different 
kinds of erosion patterns or aggressiveness. ASTM G134 provides generally relatively 
high erosion rates, if the jet speed is high. The maximum erosion rates for ASTM G134 
are generally higher than those for ASTM G32 or the PREVERO cavitation tunnel. The 
type of cavitation is more similar to real applications than that of the ASTM G32. [17; 
39] 
Soyama and Futakawa [16] created a model to predict the incubation time with post-
incubation measurements in an ASTM G134 cavitating jet. Hattori et al. [110] devel-
oped a way to predict the incubation time with piezoelectric pressure sensor measure-
ments, reaching a moderate accuracy. 
4.7.3 Rotational disk apparatus and vortex cavity generator 
The rotational disk apparatus and the vortex cavity generator both work with the princi-
ple of creation vorticity in a flow with sufficiently low cavitation number. Cavitation 
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inception occurs in the vortex core and cavitation closure occurs a short distance down-
stream. The sample materials are placed in the closure region. Vortex cavitation is more 
similar to actual hydraulic machinery cavitation than that of the ASTM G32 [18]. 
The rotational disk apparatus was used by Osterman et al. [111] to evaluate mass loss 
period with incubation period pit counting. Liquid flows through holes in the rotating 
disk to a test chamber that is also filled with liquid. Test samples are placed on the disk 
downstream from the holes. Cavitation aggressiveness is dependent on the cavitation 
number controlled by upstream and downstream pressures, the rotation speed of the 
disk, the placement of the samples and the liquid quality. 
The vortex cavity generator was used by Karimi et al. [109] to study the erosion rates of 
duplex stainless steels. It consists of a liquid flow loop in which there is a test section 
with rapid changes of flow direction, upstream and downstream tanks, a pump and a 
rotating valve. The test section has a tangential inlet and an axial outlet, creating vortici-
ty and causing cavitation damage to the material sample. The rotating valve is used to 
create expansion waves that increase the cavitation aggressiveness. According to Karimi 
and Avellan, the type of cavitation is of the similar type as that in a Francis turbine. [18] 
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5. RESULTS 
5.1 Introduction to results 
There are three different types of results in this study; the mass or volume loss evolution 
results, the acoustic emission results coupled with the erosion stages and the results 
from material characterization tests. In Table 5.1, the time intervals and details in the 
testing schedule are presented. 
Table 5.1. Measurement time intervals and method details. 
Test 
number 
Cumulative time after 
test (minutes) 
Measurement method details 
1 0 Initial profiles and pencil lead break tests for acoustic 
emission. Acoustic emission sensor: Brüel & Kjær 8313 
2 2 Surface profiles in 4 directions and in 5 separate lines. 
Surface profile for a 2 mm times 6 mm area in direction 3. 
Acoustic emission sensor: Brüel & Kjær 8313 
3 4 Change of acoustic emission preamplifier batteries. 
Change of acoustic emission sensor to Fujicera 1045S. 
Surface profile for a 2 mm times 6 mm area in direction 3. 
4 6 Testing of the acoustic emission data acquisition system 
with a different voltage range (0-10V). Surface profile for a 
2 mm times 6 mm area in direction 3. 
5 8 Acoustic emission testing with a supplementary resistance 
of 18 kΩ between the preamplifier power source and the 
data acquisition unit. Surface profile for a 2 mm times 6 
mm area in direction 3. 
6 10 Supplementary resistance of 67 kΩ. 
7 12 Supplementary resistance of 118 kΩ. 
8 16 Supplementary resistance of 550 kΩ. Testing a different 
preamplifier with adjustable sensitivity and amplification. 
Surface profile for a 2 mm times 6 mm area in direction 3. 
9 46 Measurements continued with the same test setup as in 
measurement 8. Surface profile for a 2 mm times 6 mm 
area in direction 3. 
10 286 No changes in setup. 
11 540  
12 780  
13 1020 No changes in setup. 
14 1260  
15 1500  
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Material characterization tests were made with samples not subjected to cavitation ero-
sion. Surface profile measurements were made to the sample material between the cavi-
tation erosion testing periods and the acoustic emission measurements were made both 
between and during the testing periods. 
The measurements up to measurement number 8 were made with a short period of cavi-
tation erosion to learn the appropriate setup for the acoustic emission measurements. 
The results from the first measurements were not used in the analysis as the amplitude 
of the signal exceeded the limits of the data acquisition setup. This problem was ad-
dressed by changing the sensor type from resonance to broadband type sensor and by 
adding a supplementary resistance before the data acquisition unit signal input. 
In the other test between the cumulative time of 12 and 16 minutes, a different pream-
plifier was tested, but it was not used later because it had a limit of 100 kHz in maxi-
mum signal frequency. This was found to be too low to detect some features in the sig-
nal. When the final acoustic emission test setup was found, the measurement procedure 
was the following: A four hour period of cavitation erosion in the PREVERO cavitation 
tunnel, in which one minute of acoustic emission signal is recorded three times: once in 
the beginning, once in the middle and once in the end of the period. 
The erosion testing was stopped when the cumulative erosion time was 1500 minutes. 
After the 1500 minutes of erosion, sample profile with the orientation number 3 had a 
maximum erosion depth of over 1000 μm, which is over the profilometer measurement 
limit. If the erosion depth is too large, the surface profile also begins to affect the flow 
field in the test section. The goal of the test is to have a uniform cavitation field over the 
erosion time, so changes in the flow field make the results non-comparable. 
5.2 Material characterization 
For the material characterization, four types of tests were conducted; an elemental anal-
ysis, macroscopic compression tests, nanoindentation tests and split Hopkinson pressure 
bar tests. The elemental analysis was done by an external company and the split Hop-
kinson pressure bar tests were conducted in a laboratory in Tampere University of 
Technology, both not by the author of this thesis. The compression tests and nanoinden-
tation tests were done in the SiMAP laboratories. Material strain rate dependency is 
calculated in the SHPB section in Chapter 5.2.4. 
5.2.1 Elemental analysis 
An elemental analysis of the sample material was made. In this study, the results are 
used only for material classification. Figure 5.1 presents the elemental composition of 
the steel sample. 
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Figure 5.1. Runner blade steel elemental analysis. 
In Figure 5.1, the carbon content of the sample is found to be 0.205 % and the iron con-
tent to be 98.69 %. It is a typical composition for low alloy non-stainless steels. No fur-
ther information about the manufacturing of the sample was found. This was due to the 
age of the turbine runner blade. No documentation from the manufacturing regarding 
the material composition or other material properties was found. 
5.2.2 Compression tests 
The compression tests were done with three different strain rates: 7.795·10
-4
 1/s, 10
-2
 1/s 
and 1 1/s. The different strain rates were used to define the strain rate dependency of the 
sample in the full range of strain rates. True stress in function of true strain curves for 
different strain rates are presented in Figures 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4. 
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Figure 5.2. True stress in function of true strain for the strain rate of 7.795·10
-4
 
1/s. 
 
σy 
σy 
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Figure 5.3. True stress in function of true strain for the strain rate of 1·10
-2
 1/s. 
 
Figure 5.4. True stress in function of true strain for the strain rate of 1 1/s. 
The values for the Young’s moduli were extracted from the slope of the discharge part 
of the curve. The yield stress was obtained from the point where the linear part ends in 
the charge part of the curve. Table 5.2 shows the Young’s moduli E and the yield 
stresses σY for the different strain rates. 
Table 5.2. Material characteristics derived from the compression tests. 
Strain rate (1/s) Young’s modulus 
(GPa) 
Yield stress (MPa) 
7.795·10
-4
 36 228 
1·10
-2
 35 288 
1 30 346 
 
The results obtained from the stress-strain curves cannot be considered accurate, as they 
were extracted visually. The yield stress corresponds to values of standard steels for the 
lowest strain rate. The literature value is 110 to 240 MPa for low alloy steels [112]. The 
obtained Young’s moduli are much smaller than literature values. The typical value for 
the Young’s modulus is around 200 GPa for standard low alloy steels [112]. 
The results from the compression tests cannot be considered very reliable. They can be 
used to categorize the material and to create the Johnson-Cook equation for the strain 
rate sensitivity, presented in Chapter 2.3.2. For further analysis, new compression tests 
should be done. 
σy 
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5.2.3 Nanoindentation tests 
For the nanoindentation tests, the data from the 2 µm indents were used to obtain the 
Young’s moduli of the two separate surface phases. The microscope pictures taken from 
the superpolished sample surface show that there are two detectable phases. Figure 5.5 
is a microscope picture taken from the sample with a 20 times magnification. 
 
Figure 5.5. Nanoindentation sample magnified 20 times. Indent depth 2µm, dis-
tance between indents 40 µm. 
From Figure 5.5, the two different surface phases may be identified. As some of the 
indents fall in the boundary of two phases, they are left out in the data handling. As ex-
plained in Chapter 4.6.1, the parameter S from the discharge slope is obtained. The pa-
rameter S had two distinctively different values. Values not falling into this category 
were excluded from the results. An average of the value S for these two datasets was 
calculated and the two different Young’s moduli were calculated with the perfectly 
spherical indenter approximation. 
In Figures 5.6 and 5.7, two curves from the nanoindentation tests with different values 
for the slope S are presented. 
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Figure 5.6. Load in function of displacement for indent number 20. S=1.003 
mN/nm. 
 
Figure 5.7. Load in function of displacement for indent number 26. S=1.848 
mN/nm. 
The total amount of indents was 30 for the 2 μm indent depth, as described in Chapter 
4.6.3. In total, four indents were excluded from the results as they did not fall into the 
category of their S-values being either close to 1 or close to 2. These four indents were 
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assumed to be in the grain boundaries. Observations of the microscope photographs 
were in agreement with this assumption. 
The averaged values for parameter S and Young’s modulus E for phases number 1 and 2 
are presented in Table 5.3. 
Table 5.3. Averaged values of parameter S and Young’s modulus E. 
S1 (N/m) S2 (N/m) E1 (GPa) E2 (GPa) 
1000315 1956200 85 179 
 
To verify the results, E1 was also calculated with the equation obtained from the relation 
between S1 and S2. The Young’s modulus for the steel was chosen as 0.30, which is a 
typical value for low alloy steels [112]. With correct values inserted into equation 4.11, 
the result for E1 is exactly the same as the results from the approximated value. 
This is the expected result, as for both of the methods the contact area is assumed to be 
constant between measurements in different phases. Equation 4.11 may be used if the 
Young’s modulus for the other phase is known and the indenter deformation is known 
to be negligible. 
The nanoindentation tests cannot be used directly to define the yield stresses of the two 
phases. The Young’s moduli from the nanoindentation tests seem to be plausible. The 
interpretation of the results is that in terms of the Young’s modulus, one phase is about 
2.1 times harder than the other phase. Out of 30 indents, 20 indents were in the softer 
phase, 6 indents were in the harder phase and 4 indents were not categorizable. 
5.2.4 Split Hopkinson pressure bar tests 
Three samples were used for the split Hopkinson pressure bar tests. The tests were not 
made by the author, so the results were used as given. The strain rates in the SHPB tests 
are not constant. One example of the true stress in function of true strain and with the 
true strain rate in function of true strain is presented in Figures 5.8 and 5.9. The curves 
for all three tests are similar, but the yield stresses were extracted from each curve sepa-
rately. 
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Figure 5.8. True stress in function of true strain in a SHPB test. 
 
Figure 5.9. True strain rate in function of true strain in a SHPB test. 
From Figure 5.9, it may be observed that in the beginning and in the end of the SHPB 
tests, the strain rate is not constant. In the middle part of the test, the strain rate is nearly 
constant. The strain rate is not constant in the charge and discharge parts of the curve in 
Figure 5.8. For this reason, the Young’s modulus cannot be extracted from the data. 
Yield stress is obtained by fitting linear equations in the plastic part of the curve and the 
elastic part of the curve and by finding the stress value in the intersection of these 
curves, as described in Chapter 4.6.4. The values for the yield stress are presented in 
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Table 5.4. Also the average strain rates in the plastic region of the curves are presented 
in Table 5.4. The plastic region is the part where the strain rate is almost constant. 
Table 5.4. Yield stress values and average strain rate from the SHPB tests. 
Test number Yield stress (MPA) Average strain rate (1/s) 
1 267 2210 
2 260 2070 
3 259 2250 
 
The yield stress values between t tests do not differ significantly. The value obtained 
from the SHPB tests should be larger than that of the conventional compression tests. 
Only the compression test with the strain rate of 7.795·10
-4
 1/s falls into this category. 
The results from the compression tests are not reliable enough to make conclusions 
about the material. Using the one compression test result falling into the right category 
and the three SHPB results, the strain rate dependency of the material may be estimated, 
though the result is not reliable. 
For the Johnson-Cook equation, a reference strain rate needs to be chosen. For this 
study, the value was chosen to be 1 1/s. The reference yield stress σy,ref was found to be 
245.99 MPa with the curve fitting method described in Chapter 2.3.2. The curve fit cor-
responding to equation 2.24 is presented in Figure 5.10. 
 
Figure 5.10. Normalized yield stress in the function of relative strain rate. 
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In Figure 5.10, parameter C is the slope of the linear fit. The value of C is 0.0102. With 
the value of C, the Johnson-Cook equation may be written as: 
𝜎 = (244.99 𝑀𝑃𝑎 + 𝐾′𝜀𝑝
𝑛)(1 + 0.0102𝑙𝑛
?̇?
1 
1
𝑠
)     (5.1) 
Without information of the parameters K’ and n, the result may only be used to predict 
yield stresses with varying strain rates. By extrapolating equation 5.1 to the strain rate 
of 1·10
6
 1/s, which is the order of magnitude of strain rates in cavitation impacts, the 
yield stress σy,1e6 was found to be 279.5 MPa. The extrapolation is not well justified, as 
the thermal effects become important in strain rates of this order of magnitude [105]. 
The result provides an estimate of the increase in yield stress due to the high strain rate 
of the cavitation impact material deformation. 
5.3 Erosion evolution 
The erosion evolution results are separated into four chapters: sample photographs and 
their analysis, erosion evolution in time, volume loss and volume loss rate curves and 
maximum erosion depth and maximum erosion depth rate curves. In Chapter 6, the re-
sults for the sample in this study are compared to those of previously tested materials. 
5.3.1 Sample photographs 
The zone of maximum erosion remains at the same approximate radial distance for all 
sample orientations. In the PREVERO cavitation tunnel the cavitation erosion is ax-
isymmetric and if there are any problems with for example nozzle wear, the axisymmet-
ricity is lost. This means that if the cavitation was not axisymmetric, the radial location 
of the erosion zone would differ significantly. The possible cause for the large differ-
ence in erosion behaviour lies in the material composition and work hardening history. 
Photographs from the sample were taken between each period of cavitation erosion. In 
the first photograph, in which the initial sample is, the sample surface has a mirror pol-
ishing. As the sample was made from steel, the sample surface was oxidized when it 
came into contact with water in the test setup. In all the photographs after the initial one, 
the cavitation erosion zone is visible as it is the only one without rust. In Figures 5.11 
and 5.12, the sample photographs are in the order corresponding to erosion evolution in 
time. 
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Figure 5.11. Sample photographs from the incubation period. Increasing amount 
of pits is observed when the cumulative cavitation erosion time increases. 
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Figure 5.12. Sample photographs from the advanced erosion periods. In the 
three photographs with the largest cumulative erosion time, significant material 
loss is observed. 
Erosion measurement results show approximately the same erosion evolution in all 
sample orientations in the incubation period. As the erosion advances to the stages with 
significant mass loss, erosion rates in different sample orientations begin to differ. In 
sample orientations 1 and 3, large amount of material was removed between cumulative 
erosion times of 540 minutes and 1020 minutes. At cumulative erosion time of 1500 
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minutes, the approximate maximum depths of the erosion zones were 400 μm for orien-
tations 2 and 4, 700 μm for orientation 1 and over 1000 μm for orientation 3. 
5.3.2 Surface profiles 
The sample surface profiles and their evolution in time in all four orientations are traced 
in Figures 5.13, 5.14, 5.15 and 5.16. All time steps were not included in the profile evo-
lution as too many time steps lead to incomprehensible figures. The four sample orien-
tations are visible in the sample photographs in Chapter 5.3.1. 
 
Figure 5.13. Profile evolution along measurement line 1. 
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Figure 5.14. Profile evolution along measurement line 2. 
 
Figure 5.15. Profile evolution along measurement line 3. 
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Figure 5.16. Profile evolution along measurement line 4. 
Figures 5.13 and 5.15 present measurement lines number 1 and 3. Along these lines, the 
erosion was much faster than along lines number 2 and 4 in Figures 5.14 and 5.16. Line 
number 3 was measured only up to the cumulative time of 1260 minutes, as after 1500 
minutes the maximum erosion depth was over 1000 µm, which is beyond the profilome-
ter measurement limit. 
The maximum erosion depths are closer to the beginning of the erosion zones for lines 1 
and 3 than those for lines 2 and 4. All the profiles show a certain maximum erosion 
zone. The radial displacement values differ, but the difference is not significant enough 
for conclusions that the cavitation field would not have been axisymmetric. 
All the profiles contain local minimums and maximums. This is probably because of the 
materials non-homogenous structure. Cavitation attacks the weaker material phase first, 
so this type of behaviour is expected. As the weaker phase is removed, at some point 
large chunks of material is removed in a short duration as the stronger phase is more 
removed than broken down. 
5.3.3 Volume loss 
The volume loss and volume loss rate curves are calculated from the surface profiles 
with the equations presented in Chapter 2.5.3. The volume losses and volume loss rates 
were calculated with the program MATLAB R2015b. The volume loss evolution of the 
sample material is presented in Figure 5.17 and the volume loss rate evolution is pre-
sented in Figure 5.18. 
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Figure 5.17. Volume loss in function of time for different measurement lines. 
Line 3 going to zero value in time of 1500 minutes means that the measurement 
is out of the range of the profilometer. 
 
Figure 5.18. Volume loss rate in function of time for different measurement 
lines. Line 3 going to zero value in time of 1380 minutes means that the meas-
urement is out of the range of the profilometer. 
In the beginning of the volume loss rate curves in Figure 5.18, spikes of high volume 
loss rates are visible. These spikes are due to the profilometer inaccuracy and to the 
short time between the measurements in the beginning of the tests. These spikes should 
not be taken into account in any analysis of the data. The short measurement time with 
small errors in the profilometer data leads to the exaggeration of the surface defor-
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mation rate in the beginning. Until 200 minutes of cumulative time, the volume loss rate 
is effectively zero. 
Large variation in the volume loss is observed between the different sample orienta-
tions. As already seen from the sample photographs in Chapter 5.3.1, the erosion along 
lines 2 and 4 is slower than the erosion along lines 1 and 3. This behaviour can also be 
observed in the volume loss rate curves. There are two possible explanations for the 
difference, either the cavitation field was not axisymmetric or the material composition 
was not axisymmetric. 
The cavitation field should be axisymmetric and the non-axisymmetricity should be 
possible to identify from the movement of the maximum erosion depth zone. The max-
imum erosion depth zone differed, but not significantly enough to reliably conclude that 
there would be disturbances in the axisymmetricity. The problem can be avoided by 
fixing the sample holder to different orientations between measurements. This was not 
done in this study because of the potential problems caused in the acoustic emission 
data analysis. 
Material composition was not measured from the sample used in the cavitation erosion 
tests. The sample material is from an actual used turbine, so the work hardening history 
of the material may be significant. The work hardening through machining was avoided 
as well as possible when the sample was cut from the runner blade. The sample surface 
was also polished to remove hardened surface. The runner blade might have already 
work hardened non-homogenously before the cutting. Also the grain structure of the 
material might be heterogeneous through the sample. 
For a sample material, average cavitation erosion behaviour can be calculated with a 
large amount of tests. The average was calculated for the four lines in this study. For 
improved statistical accuracy, a larger amount of samples could be tested and measured. 
In Figure 5.19 and 5.20, the average values for the volume loss and volume loss rate in 
function of cumulative erosion time are presented. 
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Figure 5.19. Averaged volume loss in function of cumulative erosion time. 
 
Figure 5.20. Averaged volume loss rate in function of cumulative erosion time. 
The average volume loss seems to settle in a steady linear slope after 1000 minutes of 
cumulative erosion time. This corresponds to the almost constant volume loss rate in the 
end of the volume loss rate curve. The average volume loss rate is calculated from the 
averaged volume loss data. In Chapter 6.1, the average volume loss and the averaged 
volume loss rate are compared to equivalent values of other materials studied in the 
PREVERO cavitation tunnel. 
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5.3.4 Maximum erosion depth 
The maximum erosion depth and maximum erosion curves were calculated from the 
surface profiles with the equations presented in Chapter 2.5.3. The maximum erosion 
depths and maximum erosion depth rates were calculated with the program MATLAB 
R2015b. The maximum erosion depth is the maximum value for a 200 μm length aver-
aged depth along the profile for each values of cumulative erosion time. The maximum 
erosion depth rate is the speed of the maximum erosion depth evolution in each erosion 
time interval. The maximum erosion depth evolution is presented in Figure 5.21 and the 
maximum erosion depth rate evolution is presented in Figure 5.22. 
 
Figure 5.21. Maximum erosion depth in function of cumulative erosion time for 
different measurement lines. 
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Figure 5.22. Maximum erosion depth rate in function of cumulative erosion time 
for different measurement lines. 
The reason to choose an average over a certain distance is that if a single point is cho-
sen, the point may represent a profilometer error, as already described in Chapter 2.5.3. 
For the maximum erosion depth, the erosion along lines 1 and 3 was faster than along 
lines 2 and 4. The result is in agreement with the volume loss results and the sample 
photographs. The erosion depth rate shows similar behaviour as the volume loss rate. 
The maximum erosion depth rate shows similar spikes in the beginning of the erosion. 
This is due to same profilometer errors than the spikes in the volume loss rate. The av-
eraged erosion depth and averaged erosion depth rate in function of cumulative erosion 
time are presented in Figures 5.24 and 5.25. 
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Figure 5.23. Averaged erosion depth in function of cumulative erosion time. 
 
Figure 5.24. Averaged erosion depth rate in function of cumulative erosion time. 
The averaged erosion depth shows similar linear behaviour after 1000 minutes of cumu-
lative erosion time as the volume loss. An increase in the erosion depth rate shows that 
the erosion depth evolution accelerates in the last erosion period. The average volume 
loss settles to a constant value better than the averaged erosion depth. This means that 
the erosion, in terms of volume loss, is stronger in the zone of maximum erosion than 
other zones after the cumulative time of 1000 minutes. More analysis of the profile evo-
lution compared to the volume loss and erosion depth data is presented in Chapter 6.1. 
The averaged values of the erosion depth and erosion depth rate are compared to the 
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equivalent values of other materials studied with the PREVERO cavitation tunnel in 
Chapters 6.1.1 and 6.1.2. 
5.4 Acoustic emission results 
Acoustic emission was measured for three types of emission sources. First the pencil 
lead break signals on the sample with the waveguide installed, second the signal when 
the cavitation tunnel is operated in non-cavitating region and third the signal when the 
cavitation tunnel is operated in the cavitating region. The non-cavitating region was not 
measured for each erosion period. 
The non-cavitating region represents lower flow velocities in the test section than those 
of the cavitating region. This is why the signal from the non-cavitating region may not 
be interpreted as a signal that is from a liquid flow with cavitation excluded. The signal 
evolution in the non-cavitating region can however be used as an indicator for the 
changes in the liquid flow noise reaching the acoustic emission sensor. 
The frequency contents from the cavitating and the non-cavitating regions were filtered 
with a high-pass filter. Filters with different limits were used. The filter excludes all 
frequencies under the limit frequency from the signal. The non-filtered frequency con-
tents are not presented, as the low frequency signals have high amplitude and they rep-
resent unwanted signal noise. The signals have a varying y-axis scale because of the 
varying signal amplitude. 
The signal amplitude is presented in a 10-base logarithmic scale. One non-cavitating 
region signal and four cavitating region signals are presented in each figure. In Figures 
5.25, 5.26 and 5.27, the 5 kHz, 25 kHz and 100 kHz filtered signals from the cavitating 
region and the non-cavitating region are presented. The non-cavitating region signal is 
the signal with the lowest overall amplitude and for the cavitating region signals, the 
overall amplitude decreases with increasing cumulative erosion time. The values in the 
y-axis correspond to the signal strength. 
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Figure 5.25. 5 kHz high-pass filtered AE signals y-axis is presented in 10-base 
logarithmic scale. 
 
Figure 5.26. 25 kHz high-pass filtered AE signals. y-axis is presented in 10-base 
logarithmic scale. 
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Figure 5.27. 100 kHz high-pass filtered AE signals. y-axis is presented in 10-
base logarithmic scale. 
The signal strength in the cavitating region is at least two orders of magnitude higher 
than the signal strength in the non-cavitating region for lower frequencies. Most of the 
measured signals were left out from Figures 5.25, 5.26 and 5.27 for clarity. The highest 
amplitudes are observed in low frequencies. The non-cavitating region signal seems to 
approach the cavitating region signal in higher frequencies. The difference is still signif-
icant as the y-axis is logarithmic. 
Figures 5.25, 5.26 and 5.27 show that the overall signal strength has a decreasing trend 
with increasing cumulative erosion time for most of the frequencies measured. The fre-
quency contents for the cumulative erosion time of 15 minutes show some amplitude 
peaks that are not observable from the other measurements. For example, the amplitude 
peak at 37 kHz frequency visible in Figure 5.27 is not found in measurements after the 
incubation period. 
With the 100 kHz filter, all the cavitating region signals show quite similar shape, 
though there are changes at some frequencies. Generally the high amplitude peaks seem 
to reduce in quantity when the cavitation erosion develops in time. The overall signal 
root mean square (RMS) value was calculated using a 10 kHz and a 100 kHz filter. The 
results were plotted with the erosion evolution. The maximum erosion depth was chosen 
as the parameter of comparison. The maximum erosion depth and the acoustic emission 
signal RMS-value are presented in Figures 5.28 and 5.29 with the 10 kHz and the 100 
kHz filter, respectively. 
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Figure 5.28. Maximum erosion depth and cavitating region acoustic emission 
signal RMS-value with 10 kHz filter in function of cumulative erosion time. 
 
Figure 5.29. Maximum erosion depth and cavitating region acoustic emission 
signal RMS-value with 100 kHz filter in function of cumulative erosion time. 
The signal overall RMS-value decreases as the cavitation erosion evolution develops in 
time. The RMS-value with the 100 kHz filter has a chaotic behaviour, but the overall 
level still seems to reduce with increasing erosion time. The filtered non-cavitating re-
gion signal strength also decreases with time, as seen in Figure 5.31. 
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Figure 5.30. Maximum erosion depth and non-cavitating region acoustic emis-
sion signal RMS-value with 10 kHz filter in function of cumulative erosion time. 
The RMS-value in Figure 5.30 has a less chaotic nature than the signals in Figures 5.28 
and 5.29 because the non-cavitating region was measured less often than the cavitating 
region. The 100 kHz filtered signal has a smaller difference in magnitude than the 10 
kHz filtered signal, when the cavitating and non-cavitating signals are compared. How-
ever, with the 10 kHz filter the cavitating signal RMS-value is at all points about 5 
times stronger than that of the non-cavitating signal. For the 100 kHz filter, the factor is 
about 3. The 100 kHz filtered non-cavitating signal is not presented as it has similar 
shape as the 10 kHz filtered signal, but a different magnitude. 
The reason for the reduction of the signal strength with increasing erosion time may 
have two reasons: either the signal becomes more damped or the material response of 
the sample changes with increasing erosion time. The material response and the signal 
strength could also be linked to the Kaiser effect described in Chapter 3.2. The signal 
strength reduction is analysed in Chapter 6.3. 
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6. ANALYSIS 
6.1 Erosion evolution and volume loss 
In Chapter 6.2.1, the volume losses and erosion depths in function of cumulative ero-
sion time for different materials are presented. In Chapter 6.2.2, the rates of both these 
two parameters are compared. The cavitation erosion resistances are compared and the 
materials are classified using the resistance information. The mass loss curves for all the 
materials could be obtained by multiplying the volume loss curves with respective den-
sities. This was not done, as the volume loss and erosion depth behaviour correspond 
better to the goals of cavitation erosion research. The erosion research, especially in 
hydraulic machinery, is focused on the structural qualities of the materials and these 
qualities are related to geometric parameters, not to the mass. 
6.1.1 Volume loss and erosion depth 
The volume loss and erosion depth curves for the four comparison materials were plot-
ted similarly as for the steel sample of this study. The comparisons of the volume loss 
and erosion depth evolutions are presented in Figures 6.1 and 6.2. SS A2205 is stainless 
steel A2205, SS304L is stainless steel 304L, NAB C95400 is nickel aluminium bronze 
alloy, ALU 7075 is the aluminium alloy 7075 and SteelAVG is the averaged profile of 
the Francis turbine runner blade steel in the figures. 
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Figure 6.1. Volume losses of different materials in function of erosion time. 
 
Figure 6.2. Erosion depths of different materials in function of erosion time. 
In Figures 6.1 and 6.2, the subscripts in the material description correspond to sample 
numbers. This means that for example, SS304L1 and SS304L2 present the same stain-
less steel but two different samples. In both figures, a steep curve corresponds to fast 
erosion of the sample. The volume loss and the erosion depth curves give an idea of the 
erosion behaviour of the materials. However, the rates for both these parameters are 
more important in the comparison of the materials. The rates are compared in Chapter 
6.2.2. 
For other materials than the runner blade steel, two samples are studied. For all four 
comparison materials, the curves are similar in shape, but they may follow a different 
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path. This is particularly observable for stainless steel 304L. The reason for this behav-
iour is the difference in the incubation period length. The incubation period length is 
connected to the work hardening history of the sample surface, as described in Chapter 
2.5.1. 
The incubation period is not simple to define from the volume loss or the erosion depth 
curves. In this study, the incubation period was defined as the value of cumulative time 
when the erosion depth was 25 μm. This value corresponds to a value with which the 
erosion depth is larger than the pits that are identified as the plastic deformation pits. 
This definition is not very accurate, but for material comparison, it is sufficient. The 
pitting tests described in Chapters 2.5.1 and 4.4 would provide a better definition, but 
for this study, the erosion depth was considered accurate enough. The incubation times 
with the 25 μm erosion depth definition are listed in Table 6.1. 
Table 6.1. The incubation times of different materials the with 25 μm erosion depth 
definition. 
Material Incubation time (minutes) 
ALU 70753 214 
Steel 222 
ALU 70755 390 
NAB C954002 1374 
NAB C954003 1559 
SS 304L2 1702 
SS A22052 1860 
SS 304L1 2140 
SS A22051 2270 
 
In Table 6.1, the materials are classified by increasing incubation period length. The 
incubation time was calculated by a linear interpolation of the erosion depth values 
around the value of 25 μm. The incubation time of the steel in this study falls into the 
same category as the incubation times of aluminium alloy 7075. The stainless steel 
304L2 is in the same order of magnitude as the nickel aluminium bronze alloy. As the 
shape of the curve for SS 304L2 is the same as for SS 304L1, it is concluded that the 
sample number 2 had more initial hardening. 
The incubation time analysis shows the relation between the materials tendencies to 
show observable cavitation damage. The erosion depth of 25 μm is well distinguishable 
by visual observation if the initial surface has a mirror polishing. A long incubation pe-
riod means that the material may experience cavitation for a long duration with no sig-
nificant damage but the work hardening of the material. The erosion rates are used to 
determine the actual erosion rate when the cavitation erosion is developed further than 
the incubation period. 
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6.1.2 Volume loss and erosion depth rates 
The volume loss and erosion depth rates are presented in Figures 6.3 and 6.4. The col-
our coding of the materials is the same as in the figures in Chapter 6.2.1. In both figures, 
the beginnings of the curves show large values for the rates. This is due to the pro-
filometer errors and short measurement interval in the beginning of the measurements as 
described in Chapters 5.3.3 and 5.3.4. 
 
Figure 6.3. Volume loss rates of different materials in function of erosion time. 
 
Figure 6.4. Erosion depth rates of different materials in function of erosion 
time. 
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Both the Figures 6.3 and 6.4 can be used to compare the cavitation erosion resistances 
of materials. They should correspond to each other fairly well, as faster erosion depth 
rate means faster volume loss in the zone of maximum erosion. If the erosion depth rate 
of a material is high in comparison to the other materials, but for the same material the 
volume loss rate is lower in comparison to the other materials, the material has a steep 
erosion pit. The materials may have different types of erosion profiles, as there are dif-
ferences in material responses to cavitation fields of varying intensities. 
The final values of the rates are the values that correspond best to the erosion rate of 
long term cavitation erosion. If cavitation appears in hydraulic machinery, the exposure 
times are typically long. The developments of the rates in the beginning correspond to 
the evolution of detectable cavitation erosion of a material surface. A long exposure 
time before the acceleration of the rates is due to large capability of the material to ab-
sorb cavitation impacts. 
A large impact absorption capability does not always correspond to low final erosion 
rate. This is why the cavitation erosion resistance can be classified in two different 
ways. The first way was to calculate the incubation times of the materials, presented in 
Chapter 6.2.2. The volume loss rate and the erosion depth rate final values are compared 
in Table 6.2. The materials are classified by lowering rates of the averaged final values. 
Table 6.2. Materials classified by the final and averaged final volume loss and ero-
sion depth rates. 
Material Final vol-
ume loss 
rate (10
6
 
μm
3
/min) 
Volume loss 
rate, last 3 val-
ues averaged 
(10
6
 μm
3
/min) 
Material Final ero-
sion depth 
rate 
(μ/min) 
Erosion depth 
rate, last 3 values 
averaged (μ/min) 
ALU 70755 259.69 178.3 Steel 0.5325 0.40 
Steel 146.88 141.9 ALU 70755 0.5163 0.34 
ALU 70753 113.16 117.3 ALU 70753 0.2820 0.30 
NAB3 135.18 93.4 SS A22052 0.3170 0.23 
SS A22052 122.58 83.7 SS A22051 0.0665 0.17 
SS 304L1 85.216 63.8 NAB3 0.1939 0.16 
SS A22051 51.549 61.1 NAB2 0.1445 0.15 
NAB2 57.254 57.0 SS 304L1 0.1726 0.11 
SS 304L2 52.103 45.6 SS 304L2 0.1005 0.09 
 
The averaged final rates were calculated from the last three values of the rates. This was 
done for two reasons. The first reason is that the average value indicates if the erosion 
with each material was in the steady state period or another period. The erosion periods 
are discussed in Chapters 2.5.1 and 2.5.2. The second reason is that some of the final 
rate values, such as for ALU 70755, had large deviation from the previous values. This 
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can either result from measurement error or from large chunks of material removed in a 
short period. 
If the final value for either the volume loss rate or the erosion depth rate is significantly 
smaller than the average, the erosion should be in its deceleration period. If the value is 
significantly higher, the erosion should be in its acceleration period. If the values are 
close to each other, the erosion should be in its steady state period. The erosion rates 
obtained from this study do not easily fall into the S-shaped curve, as in Figure 2.6 in 
Chapter 2.5.2. 
Cavitation erosion in the PREVERO cavitation tunnel is carried on until the erosion 
depth is around 0.5 mm. Advancing further with the erosion has a risk that the erosion 
profile begins to significantly affect the flow field in the test section. For all materials, 
the steady state period may not be reached. The steady state period also has fluctuations 
in the erosion rates, as the material is not removed with a constant rate. The erosion may 
have a relatively long period of small volume loss rate and suddenly the rate may in-
crease as large chunks of material are removed instantly. 
Both the volume loss and the erosion depth rates and the incubation time length show 
that the studied Francis turbine runner blade steel has a similar cavitation erosion re-
sistance as the aluminium alloy 7075 and a much lower cavitation erosion resistance 
than the nickel aluminium bronze C95400 or the stainless steels A2205 and 304L. In 
terms of the sample surviving the longest time in the cavitation tunnel, stainless steel 
A2205 has the highest cavitation erosion resistance. This conclusion alone is not 
enough, as the total erosion time does not take into account the different definitions of 
erosion resistance, such as the incubation time and the final erosion rate. 
Pure aluminium would probably have worse resistance to cavitation erosion than the 
aluminium alloy or the runner blade steel. For metals, the mechanical strength corre-
sponds relatively well to the cavitation erosion resistance. The stainless steels in the 
study have a higher quality in terms of mechanical properties than the runner blade 
steel. This is one probable reason to their superior resistance. The other possible expla-
nation is the corrosion of the runner blade steel during the cavitation exposure. 
The corrosion potential is increased with cavitation, as the cavitation removes the oxi-
dized layer and exposes the pure metal surface to water. Cavitation also increases the 
oxygen supply near the material surface. This was studied for mild steels by Ryl et al. 
[113] and by Kwok et al. [114]. They studied the electric potential of the material sur-
face before, during and after cavitation exposure. 
Their materials were similar to the runner blade steel in this study, so it can be conclud-
ed that corrosion has an effect. The significance of the effect was not studied. According 
to Ryl et al. [113], the effect is particularly strong in the incubation period. The corro-
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sion could also affect the cavitation field’s ability to remove material, as a corroded 
surface may be less resistant to cavitation impacts than a virgin surface. This effect was 
not studied. 
6.2 Material characteristic comparison 
The cavitation erosion resistance of the material in this study was compared to four oth-
er materials that have been previously studied in the LEGI laboratory. These four mate-
rials are: aluminium alloy 7075, nickel aluminium bronze alloy C95400, stainless steel 
A2205 and stainless steel 304L. The exact compositions and details of these four mate-
rials were not available for this study, but some of the material characteristics are com-
pared in this chapter. The material mechanical properties are listed in Table 6.3. 
Table 6.3. Mechanical properties of compared materials. 
Material Density (kg/m
3
) Young’s modu-
lus (GPa) 
Yield stress 
(MPa) 
Source 
Steel (test value / 
literature value) 
 
7800 /  
7500 -8080 
85 and 179 / 
183-213 
228 / 
110-240 
[112] 
Aluminium 7075 
 
2810 72  103 – 145  [115] 
Nickel aluminium 
bronze C95400 
7450 110 205  [116] 
Stainless steel 
A2205 
7820 190 448 [117] 
Stainless steel 
304L 
8000 193 - 200  210  [118] 
 
The literature values for the mechanical properties of the studied steel have large devia-
tions, because the exact composition of the steel was unknown. The values are general 
values for low alloy steels. For the other materials, the values are also not exact, as the 
accurate composition and type was unknown. The yield stresses are for low strain rates 
and the Young’s moduli are macroscopic values except the two test values for the stud-
ied steel. 
Aluminium alloy 7075 has the lowest and stainless steel A2205 the highest yield stress-
es. A high yield stress seems to correspond to good cavitation erosion resistance, except 
for the studied runner blade steel. One possible explanation would be that the corrosion 
interacts with cavitation so much that the erosion resistance of the steel is hindered by 
it. The yield stress, however, is not the only factor in cavitation erosion. A low yield 
stress means that the material experiences plastic strain with low stress, so it should 
have a large effect on the level of cavitation impacts that damage the material. Compar-
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ing yield stresses of standard metals may give an insight on the probable cavitation ero-
sion performances. 
6.3 Acoustic emission and erosion stages 
As the cavitation erosion is developing, the material work hardening level is increasing. 
The acoustic emission signal strength also decreases when the erosion develops. The 
cavitation erosion incubation period is dominated by plastic deformation. As the erosion 
develops, the distance between cavitation impacts and material surface may increase. 
The surface of the sample becomes coarser and the impact directions may be affected. 
The amplitude peaks that are not observed in the advanced stages of cavitation could be 
used as means to identify the cavitation period as incubation period. However, the 
origin of the different frequencies was not addressed in this study. To make justified 
conclusions, more research should be conducted. From the results in this study, it may 
be observed that most of the signal peaks in the frequency domain change only in am-
plitude and that there are some peaks in the early stages of erosion that disappear as the 
erosion develops. 
The signal overall strength could decrease because of the increased amount of water 
between cavitation bubble collapses and the sample material. The maximum erosion 
depth is about 0.5 mm in the end of the testing procedure and the test section channel 
width is 2.5 mm. The channel width with the eroded sample is therefore 20 percent 
larger in the point of maximum erosion depth in the end of the measurements than the 
width in the beginning of the erosion. A large difference could affect the flow field and 
it could result to the situation that less bubble collapses happen near the material surface 
in the end of the tests than in their beginning. The sample surface is also highly uneven 
in the end of the tests, which could also cause signal attenuation. 
The material response to cavitation impulses may also cause differences in the signal 
strength. The acoustic emission signal from the crack propagation dominated erosion 
period is different than the acoustic emission signal from the plastic deformation domi-
nated period. It is possible that the cavitation noise is too high to identify this difference 
in practical measurements. This aspect was not addressed in this study in detail. 
The material response and the link to the signal strength may also be connected to the 
Kaiser effect, described in Chapter 3.2. In the beginning of the erosion, no loadings 
have been applied to the sample. The cavitation collapses provide short duration load-
ings that may or may not exceed material deformation limits. This is why the magnitude 
of acoustic emission could reduce when there are less virgin loadings and more ad-
vanced erosion period loadings. A virgin loading may emit more acoustic signal, as 
acoustic signal is emitted from the full range of the loading. A loading in the advanced 
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erosion periods may only emit acoustic signals in the part where it exceeds the stress 
limits where plastic deformation or rupture occurs. 
The reason why the signal strength reduces with increasing erosion time was not found. 
It is unlikely that the trend of reducing signal strength would be caused by changes in 
the measurement setup. For verification, further studies should be made. If the signal 
strength is verified to always decrease with increasing erosion time, it could be used as 
means to monitor the stage of cavitation erosion. 
The acoustic emission signal was measured with the sampling frequency of 500 kHz, 
which means that signal frequencies up to 250 kHz could be detected. As described in 
Chapter 3.2, acoustic emission may be detected up to 1 MHz frequency. The sensor 
used in this study could measure frequencies up to this value, but the data acquisition 
unit limited the sampling frequency. This could be avoided by using a unit that would 
have a sampling rate of 2 MHz’s 
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7. CONCLUSIONS 
One steel type used in Francis turbine runner blades was studied. The material charac-
teristics such as density, elemental composition, Young’s modulus, yield stress and the 
strain rate dependency were defined. A cylindrical material sample was exposed to cavi-
tation erosion in the PREVERO cavitation tunnel in the LEGI laboratory in Saint Martin 
d’Hères, France. The sample surface profiles were measured between cavitation erosion 
periods and the erosion evolution was calculated from the profiles. The erosion evolu-
tion was compared to that of other materials. Acoustic emission was measured from the 
sample during the cavitation erosion testing. 
The material characteristics were determined by elemental analysis, by macroscopic 
compression, by nanoindentation and by split Hopkinson pressure bar tests. The 
nanoindentation tests showed that the material had two distinct phases in its surface, the 
other one having a smaller Young’s modulus than the other. The macroscopic compres-
sion test combined with the split Hopkinson pressure bar test were used to create an 
approximation of the strain rate dependency of the stress experienced by the material. 
The elemental analysis was used to classify the steel quality. The material testing results 
are summarized in Table 7.1. 
Table 7.1. Summary of the material characterization tests. 
Testing method Result Remarks 
Elemental analysis 
 
Sample material is a low alloy steel.  
Density measure-
ment 
Material density is 7800 kg/m
3
.  
Compression tests Yield stresses for different strain rates 
are: 
7.795·10-4 1/s: 228 MPa 
10-2 1/s: 288 MPa 
1 1/s: 346 MPa 
Only the value for the strain 
rate of 7.795·10-4 1/s was 
used as the others were not 
considered as reliable. 
Nanoindentation 
tests 
Young’s moduli for the two different 
phases are 85 GPa and 179 GPa. 
The values were calculated 
with the assumption of a per-
fectly spherical indenter with 
constant shape, leading to 
some error. 
Split Hopkinson 
pressure bar tests 
The strain rate dependency was: 
𝜎 = (244.99 𝑀𝑃𝑎 + 𝐾′𝜀𝑝
𝑛) · 
(1 + 0.0102𝑙𝑛
𝜀̇
1 
1
𝑠
)  
The equation is only applica-
ble to the yield stresses with 
variable strain rates, as the 
parameters K’ and n were not 
studied. 
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The cavitation erosion evolution was measured with a contact profilometer and the pro-
filometer data was used to calculate the volume loss and the maximum erosion depth 
evolutions. The surface profile was measured along four sample orientations and the 
volume loss was calculated for all the orientations. There was a large difference in the 
erosion evolution in the four different orientations. The reason was either sample heter-
ogeneous work hardening history or material composition or possibly the non-
axisymmetricity of the cavitation field. 
An average was calculated for both the volume loss and the maximum erosion depth 
evolutions. The averaged erosion evolution curves were compared to equivalent curves 
from materials previously studied with the PREVERO cavitation tunnel. The previous 
materials were aluminium alloy 7075 (ALU7075), nickel aluminium bronze alloy 
C95400 (NAB) and stainless steels (SS) A2205 and 304L. For all the comparison mate-
rials, results from two samples were used. 
The runner blade steel sample was found to be as resistant to cavitation as the alumini-
um alloy 7075 and to be much weaker than the nickel aluminium bronze alloy C95400 
or the stainless steels. The materials, their mechanical properties and their cavitation 
erosion characteristics are listed in table 7.2. 
Table 7.2. Summary of the cavitation erosion evolution and the material properties 
for all materials. 
Material Young’
s 
moduli, 
soft/har
d phase 
(GPa) 
Yield 
stress, 
low/high 
strain rate 
(MPa) 
Incubation 
period 
length 
(minutes) 
Final vol-
ume loss 
rate, aver-
aged over 3 
values 
(μm
3
/min) 
Final ero-
sion depth 
rate, aver-
aged over 
3 values 
(μm/min) 
Steel 85 / 179 228 / 259 222 141.9 0.34 
ALU70753   214 117.3 0.30 
ALU70755 72 103-145 390 178.3 0.40 
NAB 2   1374 57.0 0.11 
NAB3 110 205 1559 93.4 0.23 
SS A22051   2270 61.1 0.15 
SS A22052 190 448 1860 83.7 0.17 
SS 304L1   2140 63.8 0.16 
SS 304L2 193-200 210 1702 45.6 0.09 
 
A high value of incubation period length corresponds to high amount of cavitation im-
pacts absorbed before significant volume loss occurs. The value may be affected by 
initial work hardening history of a material. A high value of final volume loss rate or 
erosion depth rate corresponds to fast loss of material in the advanced erosion periods. 
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The values for both these parameters are similar for the runner blade steel and the alu-
minium alloy 7075. Nickel aluminium bronze C95400 alloy seems to be weaker than 
the stainless steel samples in terms of incubation time and the final erosion depth rate, 
but not in terms of final volume loss rate. High value of yield stress seems to correspond 
to high cavitation erosion resistance, if the runner blade steel is excluded. Steel sample 
corrosion is a possible explanation for its weaker resistance. Yield stress is not the only 
factor in cavitation erosion, so the only conclusion is that it seems to have some correla-
tion with cavitation erosion resistance. 
Acoustic emission was measured from the runner blade steel sample when it was sub-
jected to cavitation erosion. Measurements were done throughout the cavitation erosion 
testing in three one minute intervals during each four hour erosion period. Acoustic 
emission was also measured several times during the tests with a lower flow velocity in 
the cavitation tunnel, corresponding to higher cavitation number. With the cavitation 
number high enough, no cavitation occurred. 
The acoustic emission signal was high-pass filtered with frequencies of 10 kHz, 25 kHz 
and 100 kHz. Acoustic emission signal overall strength reduced with all filters as the 
cavitation erosion developed. The incubation period signal frequency content had some 
high amplitude peaks that were not observed in the advanced erosion period signal fre-
quency contents. The largest amplitude peak having this behaviour was in the 37 kHz 
frequency. 
The reduction in the signal strength as the erosion develops may be from two reasons: 
either the signal damping increases as the sample surface deforms or the sample materi-
al response changes as the material work hardening profile develops. The signal damp-
ing could be caused by the increased amount of water between the material surface and 
the cavitation field or by the attenuation of the signal in the increasingly rough surface. 
The work hardening has an impact on the acoustic emission signal. However, it was not 
studied if the impact or the change could be significant enough to be observed through 
the cavitation noise. The difference in the acoustic emission could also be linked to the 
Kaiser effect. 
The corrosion behaviour was not studied, but it could be significant in cavitation ero-
sion. For further research, this could be studied for example by measuring the electric 
potential of the sample surface. The material was studied with only one sample. A larger 
amount of samples could be studied with different operating parameters in the PRE-
VERO cavitation tunnel. With different operating parameters, the erosion evolution and 
the acoustic emission signal could be classified in terms of cavitation field aggressive-
ness. An optical profilometer would be more accurate in defining the erosion profiles as 
the contact profilometer proved to be inaccurate with small depth values. 
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For the acoustic emission measurements, a data acquisition unit with a higher sampling 
rate should be used to find all possible frequencies that could be used in the erosion 
stage identification. In this study, the unit had a sampling frequency of 500 kHz and for 
further study, a unit with 2 MHz sampling frequency is recommended. Acoustic emis-
sion from cavitation erosion should be measured with varying operating parameters and 
using different materials. 
The material used in this study was found to have a small resistance to cavitation ero-
sion when compared to stainless steels, which are the option as a turbine material. The 
difference could be caused by corrosion or by lower quality or by both. Either way, the 
stainless steels seem to be a better option as a turbine material if cavitation is consid-
ered. 
Acoustic emission could be used as a method to detect cavitation erosion development. 
In a running turbine, this would probably require turbine specific analysis to find out the 
acoustic emission levels in each erosion stage. Some plastic deformation specific fre-
quencies could also be used as indicators, but the source mechanisms need to be studied 
and more research has to be made to verify the results. 
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